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Abstract
Empirical Studies Related to Open Questions Regarding Geomagnetic
Storms
Bruce Tepke
Earth’s magnetosphere is subject to disturbances, as evidenced by variations of the geomagnetic
field in space and on the ground. It is generally understood that most such disturbances are
controlled by variations in the solar wind, with interplanetary magnetic field orientations directed
southward opposite to Earth’s dipole magnetic axis being most conducive to energy transfers into
the magnetosphere, thus resulting in more disturbed intervals. However, the exact functional form
for solar wind driving of the magnetosphere has been widely studied, with proposed functional forms
varying from the simple half-wave electric rectifier to expressions with a much more complicated
dependence upon solar wind parameters. We provide evidence that past empirical results favoring
more complicated expressions can statistically emerge from simpler expressions when solar wind
parameters are time averaged and that expressions found in past empirical studies can be at least
partly explained by the use of time-averaged solar wind parameters having hourly timescales,
leading to the pitfall of assigning profound physical meaning to a statistical accident. Suggestions
are offered to avoid this pitfall in future investigations.
The strongest and most expansive disturbances in the magnetospheric system are magnetic
storms. The signature of a geomagnetic storm is the reduction in the strength of Earth’s magnetic
field at low latitudes. The conventional explanation for this storm-time geomagnetic depression is
a ring shaped current system in the near Earth magnetosphere. In recent years, this conventional
view has been called into question by researchers who argue that much of the depression is caused
by currents in the more distant region called the magnetotail. Many researchers in the field continue
to accept the conventional view. The relative contributions of the current systems are still debated.
We construct impulse response functions (IRFs) for storm-time depression to shed light on
this controversy. We show that the reduced driving of the geomagnetic index SYM/H (used to
measure storm magnitude) during intervals of low density solar wind is due to energy diversion
to the ionosphere via burstier events called substorms. As substorm energy is derived from the
magnetotail, this reduced driving of storms when substorms are enhanced implies that tail currents
are significant to storm-time indices. We also note that the storm-time magnetic depression IRF has
a second development several (2-7) hours after the solar wind transfers energy to the magnetosphere,
which is more prominent when energy is diverted from the tail to the ionosphere. The IRF of
that part of storm-time magnetic depression due (theoretically) to tail currents, as inferred from
Auroral Boundary Index (ABI), is shown qualitatively similar to the IRF for SYM/H prior to the
second development. We are able to show, by adding functions of AL as an additional IRF driving
variable, that this second development is likely due to substorm activity. We interpret this as
being consistent with the hypothesis of ionospheric O+ ions enhancing the ring current with a time
delay of approximately 2-5 hours. Evaluation of IRFs for sector SMR indices (which resolve storm-
time magnetic depression into zones by magnetic local time sectors) reveals a more complicated
picture, with evidence for gradual symmetrization of ring current. We model an ideal IRF using
our hypothesis and, by comparison to data generated IRFs, show that it presents a plausible model.
As Maltsev’s derivation [Maltsev (1996); Maltsev et al. (1996)] of tail current contributions
to storm-time magnetic depression depends upon the extent of the equatorward auroral oval, the
problem that K-family indices are widely regarded as auroral latitude proxies, rather than storm-
time magnetic depression indices, presents itself. We show that the relation of Kp to ABI stems from
the quasi-logarithmic scaling of Kp, and that storm-time indices, particularly Dcx when corrected
for solar wind ram pressure effects, are also a good proxy for ABI when scaled logarithmically.
We use ionospheric field aligned current (FAC) maps, provided by APL’s AMPERE project, to
generate statistically averaged FAC maps via the machine learning technique of k-means clustering.
The region 2 (R2) currents are identified for each cluster and used as a proxy for the equatorward
edge of the auroral oval. The magnetic flux in the auroral oval is then used to calculate a predicted
tail current contribution to storm-time magnetic depression according to Maltsev’s theory. Re-
markable agreement between the predicted and observed median pressure corrected Dcx is found,
suggesting that tail contributions are a majority contribution to storm-time magnetic depression.
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In the region of geospace surrounding Earth, the region where Earth’s magnetic field dominates is
referred to as the magnetosphere Parks (1991). As solar wind plasma (see figure 1.1) rushes past
the magnetosphere at supersonic speeds, it interacts with the magnetosphere, compressing it on
the dayside and stretching it into the magnetotail on the nightside. As Earth’s core generates a
mostly dipolar magnetic field, such distortions in field shape can only arise from electric currents
produced by these interactions. The typical structure of the magnetosphere and its currents is
shown in figures 1.2 and 1.3. In the following sections, we will describe the major features of this
system
1. The Solar Wind
The solar wind (SW) in the Earth’s orbital zone is a supersonic flow of plasma from the Sun.
As the Sun is a highly dynamic environment, the parameters of the SW, including its embedded
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), density, velocity, composition, and temperature all vary with
time. See figures 1.4 through 1.9 for SW variable statistics generated from the hourly SW values
for 1965-2016 using NASA’s Omni SW database. From Earth’s perspective, the SW typically flows
in a direction offset ˜4 degrees from the Earth-Sun line. This is due to the orbital motion of Earth
about the Sun.
As the supersonic SW flows past the magnetosphere, a bow shock forms. This creates a slower
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region of compressed SW plasma, bordering the magnetosphere, called the magnetosheath. This
magnetosheath plasma is the plasma that directly interacts with the magnetosphere.
2. The Magnetopause and Cusp
The Magnetopause serves as a magnetic boundary, it sustains electric currents which serve to isolate
the magnetospheric magnetic field from the SW IMF. The position of the dayside magnetopause is
controlled largely by a pressure balance where ram pressure from the SW is balanced by magnetic
pressure inside the magnetosphere.
The SW acts as a driver of magnetospheric phenomena through processes at the magnetopause
by which the SW transfers energy and plasma to the magnetosphere. The transfer process thought
to be most important is magnetic reconnection. This occurs when magnetic field lines in the
magnetosheath have components anti-parallel to magnetospheric field lines. The topology changes,
causing previously closed field lines to become connected to the IMF. These open field lines are
then convected to the nightside magnetotail. This process occurs most prominently when the IMF
has a strongly southward component. It also has an effect on magnetopause position as day-side
reconnection tends to erode magnetic flux from the dayside magnetosphere.
A less dominant (and more poorly quantified and understood) effect occurring at the magne-
topause is viscous energy transfer. This is a transfer of fluid energy from the SW to the magneto-
sphere through mechanisms such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which is driven by velocity
shear of plasma flows over a magnetopause (see figure 1.10).
The cusp regions are high latitude regions of depressed magnetic field near the poles with pooling
of magnetosheath plasma, but displaced toward the dayside, where recently reconnected open field
lines are swept toward the magnetotail. The positions of the cusps vary in response to SW ram
pressure and reconnection.
3. The Magnetotail
The magnetotail is the nightside region of the magnetosphere where the field lines are stretched
anti-sunward by SW convection. The magnetotail is composed of northern and southern lobes
composed of open field lines which accumulate just beyond the cusp region. Observations in the far
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tail region are scant, but arguments based on convection times of field lines and SW speed indicate
that it is somewhere between 100 and 1000 Earth radii (RE) long.
As the two lobes have anti-parallel magnetic fields, the are separated by a current sheet which
closes through the magnetopause. Reconnection occurs in this current sheet, returning open field
lines to a closed topology, where the are part of the plasma sheet. Magnetic tension then serves
to convect these field lines Earthward, eventually returning them to the dipole like region of the
magnetosphere. There is some lack of precision in the definition of the tail region. Some restrict
it to strictly refer only to the open field lines. Others would include those closed field lines which
have not yet returned to a dipolar configuration as part of the tail.
4. The Inner Magnetosphere
The inner magnetosphere is that region close enough to Earth to have primarily dipolar character
in its magnetic field configuration, and bounded by the ionized ionosphere region of the upper
atmosphere. It contains features several important current systems which are relevant in the study
of geomagnetic phenomena and aurorae.
The ring current has two parts. The symmetric ring current is composed of trapped ions which
drift westward around the Earth, causing the magnetic field on the ground at low and mid latitudes
to weaken. The partial ring current, like its symmetric counterpart, also is composed of westward
drifting trapped ions. However, these ions do not close around the dayside of the magnetosphere,
but with the ionosphere via region 2 field aligned currents (FAC). The ring currents are not static,
but vary in time. They are thought to dissipate via the processes of charge exchange with neutral
atoms, losses through the magnetopause, and, for partial ring currents, via resistive dissipation in
the ionosphere (though not often stated). Maltsev (2004)Ganushkina et al. (2015)
The FAC (see figure 1.11) are normally classified as region 0 (R0), region 1 (R1), and region 2
(R2) [Iijima and Potemra (1976)]. As mentioned above R2 FAC provide closure for the partial ring
current. R1 FAC are partly driven by a dynamo process [Stern (1983)] connecting the ionosphere
with the interplanetary motional electric field, as field lines convect from the day-side through the
open field region in the polar caps of the ionosphere surrounded by the auroral oval, from which
the tail lobes emerge. R1 FAC are thus typically poleward of the R2 FAC, although this ordering
can sometimes be confused at local noon and midnight locations. R0 currents are sometimes called
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NBZ currents because they are notable during periods of northward IMF. They are found in the
cusp region poleward of R1 currents.
5. The Ionosphere
The ionosphere serves as an inner boundary of the magnetosphere. It is a partially ionized region
of the upper atmosphere, conventionally approximated at a conductive sheet 110 km above Earth’s
surface. The ionization results from UV radiation from the Sun (on the dayside) and other light
sources (on the nightside), from particle precipitation, and from Joule heating caused by ionospheric
currents. In addition to the simple conductivity, σ‖, of elementary electrodynamics, the ionosphere
possesses both Hall conductivity, σH , representing the ease with which the Hall electric current
flows perpendicular to both the driving electric field and magnetic field, and Pedersen conductivity,
σP , representing the ease with which the current flows parallel to the driving electric field but
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Ohm’s law for current density then becomes ~J = σP ( ~E⊥ +
~U × ~B) + σH ~B/B × ( ~E⊥ + ~U × ~B) + σ‖ ~E‖, where ~B is magnetic field, ~U is plasma velocity, E⊥ is
electric field perpendicular to magnetic field, and E‖ is electric field parallel to magnetic field.
The anti-sunward motion of field lines through the polar ionosphere serves as to produce a
duskward electric field. The auroral oval has high conductivity due to intense particle precipitation.
Accordingly, the Hall currents are diverted to follow a path along the auroral oval, becoming the
eastward and westward auroral electrojet currents. See figure 1.12.
B. Quantifying Magnetospheric Behavior
Ground-based observations of aurorae or magnetic disturbances from any one location do not pro-
vide much information about the global state of the magnetosphere. As studies of the magnetosphere-
ionosphere system from the ground advanced, it became desirable to combine measurements from
multiple locations in a way that ideally yields information about the global state of the magnetosphere-




1. Storm Time Indices: DST , SYM/H, Dcx, EST , and SMR
As geomagnetic storms are known to cause a southward depression in magnetometer readings at
mid-latitude and low-latitude magnetometer stations, the DST index was conceived as a measure
of storm strength. Early versions were sometimes constructed using a high cadence data set from
stations at many local times Burton et al. (1975). However the standard form of DST is con-
structed from only 4 ground stations (see figure 1.13 and table 1.1) at an hourly cadence. DST
and other indices are typically calculated by subtracting the quiet-time variation, Sq, part of the
∆H (horizontal) componant of ground magnetic field to obtain a corrected magnetic deviation,
D(T ) = ∆H(T ) − Sq(T ), where quiet-time variation is determined from measured ∆H on quiet
days and T represents local time. The contributing stations are averaged and normalized according
to DST = D/cos(φ), where cos(φ) is the average cosine of dipole latitudes of the contributing
magnetometer stations.
Attempts have been made to correct the deficiencies of standard DST . The SYM/H index is
a high (1-minute) cadence version of DST using 6 stations (see figure 1.14 and table 1.2). The
ASY/H index is a measure of spatial asymmetry of the storm-time magnetic depression. The chief
disadvantage is that SYM/H is available for fewer years. Dcx Mursula et al. (2011) is calculated
from the same stations as DST , or a larger superset of 17 stations since 2000 (see figure 1.15
and table 1.3), using a more careful baseline subtraction, an improved weighted average between
stations, and a longer time history. EST uses an Earth conductivity model to attempt the isolation
of those parts of the storm-time disturbance that are due to external sources [Maus and Weidelt
(2004)]. Neither Dcx nor EST are widely used. In the case of Dcx, this is likely because the index
is fairly new and the data is not widely available through popular distribution channels. EST is
not used in this dissertation because my preliminary tests suggest that the version available to the
public has errors.
One of the newest sets indices in this family is the Supermag SMR Sectoral indices [Newell and
Gjerloev ]. The SMR index is the average of 4 sector SMR indices, SMR00, SMR06, SMR12, and
SMR18, from magnetic local time (MLT) sectors centered respectively about MLTs of 0, 6, 12,
and 18 hours. The SMR indices, unlike the others, do not use a fixed list of magnetic stations,
but rather the entire set of stations between -50 and +50 degrees magnetic latitude. For each
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station, the northward magnetic component, N , is used with baseline subtracted. Each station is
corrected according to its respective magnetic latitude, Ncorr = N/cos(mlat), and averaged with
other stations in the same MLT sector to construct the sector indices.
2. Auroral Electrojet Indices: AL, AU, and AE
The strength of the auroral electrojets can be monitored by ground magnetometers in the auroral
zone. AL, AU, and AE are calculated respectively from the most negative, most positive, and
range of horizontal magnetic perturbations from up to 13 magnetometers (see figure 1.16) in the
auroral zone. AL (auroral lower) is a measure of the westward electrojet, defined by AL = min(Hi),
where Hi is the H component for each station, i. AU (auroral upper) is a measure of the eastward
flowing auroral electrojet. AU is defined by AU = max(Hi). AL is also a measure of the explosive
energy release due to substorms if a station is proximate to the substorm current wedge. AE is
the difference between AU and AL, AE = AU − AL. One problem with these indices is that
magnetometer data is often unavailable from the Russian sector. Another problem is that, during
storm times, the auroral oval moves equatorward such that coverage in the storm time auroral
zone is lacking. An attempt to rectify this shortcoming is to use all available stations that might
potentially be in the auroral zone, as made available from Supermag as the SML, SMU, and SME
indices to replace AL, AU, and AE, respectively [Newell and Gjerloev (2011)]. Unfortunately,
the SME indices are automatically derived without human involvement. Due, as far as I know,
to either baseline subtraction methodology and/or inclusion of faulty station reading in an index
relying upon extrema, they suffer from unphysical jumps, often at the boundary of a month, making
their use for some purposes problematic.
3. Global Variation based Indices: Kp, ap, am, am-sector and α15
One of the earliest types of geomagnetic index is the K index, which is a quasi-logarithmic measure
of local magnetic deviation from an established daily quiet condition baseline during a 3-hour
period. When K indices from many locations are weighted together, one gets Kp, the planetary
K index. The ap is the linear scaled version of Kp calculated from Kp with a look-up table. The
am is a variant of ap calculated directly from a station network with a more global geographic
distribution to provide a better measure of global activity. The am index has also been made
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available in sector contribution form [Chambodut et al. (2013)], where the 4 sectors indices, am00,
am06, am12, and am18 are centered about midnight, dawn, noon, and dusk sectors. A recent
attempt to make the a version of am available at a faster (15-minute) cadence has resulted in
the α15 index [Chambodut et al. (2015)], currently available for only the years 2000 through 2009.
Though global K-family indices were created without a good understanding of what they physically
represent, they are currently thought to provide a fairly good proxy equatorward expansion of the
auroral oval [Perrone and Franceschi (1998); Thomsen (2004)], indicative of the tail current sheet
moving closer to Earth [Newell et al. (1998)].
4. Auroral Boundary Index and the MT Index
The Auroral Boundary Index (ABI), also called Midnight Boundary Index (MBI) is a measure of
the magnetic latitude of the equatorward boundary of the Auroral oval [Madden and Gussenhoven
(1990); Gussenhoven et al. (1982)]. This maps to the edge of the near tail currents in the edge of the
plasma sheet, thus giving it similar meaning to Kp. The most widely available version of this index
is calculated from electron particle precipitation data from DMSP satellites and is available for the
years 1983-2014. The equatorward boundary of diffuse electron precipitation from the auroral oval
is identified (see figure 1.17). In the ith magnetic local time (MLT), the measured magnetic latitude
of the boundary, ΛCGM , is first used to predict the most likely Kp value, Kp
′ = (ΛCGM −Λ0i)/αi,
where Λ0i is the typical quiet-time value and αi is an empirically fit parameter. Predicted Kp is
then used to compute the midnight value of the index, ABI = Λ0M + αMKp
′, where Λ0M is the
quiet-time magnetic latitude in the midnight sector and αM is a fit parameter. As most DMSP
crossings of the auroral oval are not often at local midnight, statistical fits are used to translate a
boundary determination to its most likely midnight sector value. As the auroral oval is not always
a perfect oval, this leads to index errors. Accordingly, the index is distributed with data quality
flags 1-3, with 1 being best and 3 being worst. Because the physical meaning of ABI is similar to
Kp, a predicted Kp value is also distributed with each ABI value.
A newer index attempting to measure the same boundary as ABI is the magnetotail (MT) index
[Gvozdevsky and Sergeev (1996)]. MT is produced by attempting to detect the ion isotropy bound-
ary using ion particle detections. In practice, this is often produced from ion particle boundaries
detected by DMSP [Newell et al. (1998)]. I have verified by direct inspection of DMSP bound-
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ary data files that ion boundary locations used for MT nearly always coincide with the electron
boundaries used to generate ABI.
C. Modeling Techniques
As shown in the preceding sections, the SW-magnetosphere-ionosphere (SMI) is a complex system.
A number of approaches have been used to deal with the complexity of the SMI system. The
can broadly be classified as either physics-based or empirical methods. Each approach has its
own advantages and limitations. In the sections that follow, the techniques of physics-based and
empirical modeling will be discussed.
1. Physics-Based Modeling
In physics-based modeling, one attempts to understand processes in geospace by building models
that deductively use the equations of plasma physics to simulate the SMI system. Approaches range
from directly treating particle motion, to using the Vlasov equations of kinetic theory, to using the
fluid equations of magnetohydrodynamics. All of these approaches are under the disadvantage of
requiring high-speed computing resources.
There are too many particles in the magnetosphere to simulate, so particle based approached
typically represent large numbers of particles by representative super-particles, which are then
assigned to particular location in the simulation. This approach is called Particle-In-Cell (PIC)
simulation [Birdsall and Langdon (2004)]. PIC simulations have the advantage of including particle
physics effects. However, they have the disadvantage of requiring more computational resources
than other methods require.
Vlasov codes integrate the Vlasov equation from kinetic theory. In principle, this also avoids
neglecting particle kinetic effects. However, since this involves 3 spatial dimensions plus 3 dimen-
sions in velocity phase space, it requires a 6 dimensional simulation, which, like PIC codes, requires
extensive computing resources [Bu¨chner (2005)].
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) codes require relatively less computing resources at the expense
of neglecting particle and collective effects [Tajima (2018)]. Because of this, MHD codes are widely
used for realistic space plasmas, especially when real-time simulations are required. MHD equa-
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tions are derived using the assumption that the particles comprising the plasma have a Gaussian
velocity distribution, which is not always true in space. Most MHD codes implement a number
of approximations, such as neglecting Hall, multi-fluid, and electron inertia effects to make sim-
ulations tractable on currently available hardware. They also frequently make use of the Boris
correction, which sets the speed of light artificially low in order to reduce wave speeds and thus
increase allowable time steps in global models. Because of these approximations, though MHD
codes are widely used and widely available, they are unable to adequately represent many of the
processes in the magnetosphere.
2. Empirical Modeling
Empirical modeling, in contrast to the physics-based methods discussed above, inductively tries to
gain an understanding through analyzing the ever growing body of data take from ground based
and space based measurements. Because this typically does not require the integration of nonlinear
partial differential equations, empirical models are fast and thus require much fewer computational
resources than physics-based models. In the following sections, we will discuss the techniques of
and approaches to empirical modeling.
i. Static Versus Dynamic Models
Static models are fit to describe a system state without regard to past states. For example, the T89
model of the magnetosphere is an empirically fit model of the magnetic field of the magnetosphere,
parametrized primarily by the value of the index Kp [Tsyganenko (1989)]. Other static models
attempt to predict a measure of magnetospheric state by use of solar wind state at a single (either
concurrent, or with a fixed lag) time. An example would be the Papitashvili et al. (2002) model of
FAC, which parametrizes FAC maps by season and concurrent interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).
Dynamic models seek to incorporate an understanding of past system state to show how the
system evolves over time. Dynamic models can include such methods as recurrent artificial neural
networks [e.g. Wu and Lundstedt (1996)], differential equation models which show system time
evolution [e.g. Burton et al. (1975)]. Dynamic models can be attactive to those seeking insight into
underlying physical processes, or alternately allow conceptions of the underlying physical system
to be fit to observed data. In the Burton et al. (1975) model, for instance, the parameters of an
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evolution equation, originally intended to model growth and decay of the ring current magnetic
impact on the ground, are fit to solar wind and DST data for a series of geomagnetic storms (see
chapter 2 for details).
ii. Statistical Regression
Statistical regression techniques seek to fit a continuous numeric output value to a set of input
values. As a family of techniques, there are many choices to be made, such as: Shall the outputs
be a linear or nonlinear function of the input values? Linear fits are most common. If nonlinear
functions are desired, the choices of polynomial, trigonometric, wavelet or random sigmoid-like
functions are commonly used as front ends to linear fits. Also among the nonlinear techniques are
artificial neural networks which fit customized nonlinear transformations to the problem.
What constitutes the best fit to a data set? As a regression for any nontrivial will inevitably
have errors, one needs to pay attention to which errors are minimized. The most widely used
measure of error is squared error. However, methods of estimation that minimize squared error
are particularly vulnerable to outliers in a data set. Alternative measures of error are the sum
of absolute values of errors, called least absolute deviations (LAD) and the median squared error.
These alternatives fall under the heading of robust regression due to their robustness to outliers.
The widely used linear least squares regression technique is arguably used partly because many
software packages include it as a ready-made black box routine. The most straightforward form of
applying least squares regression seeks to optimize a matrix of coefficients, β, such that a matrix
of inputs, X, where each column corresponds to an input variable (frequently called features by
the machine learning community) and each row corresponds to a data sample can best predict the
value of outputs, given by a matrix, Y, where each row is an out put sample corresponding the
the input samples in X and each column is an output variable. The equation to be fit, the normal
equation, is Xβ = Y . The solution to this is β = (XTX)−1XTY .
It is frequently the case, particularly if a fit involves several highly correlated variables, that the
matrix X is very nearly singular. In this case, the normal equation will produce estimates of β that
fit noise, causing to highly correlated variables to have large coefficients which cancel each other in
effect. Two main approaches to counteract this problem. One is two use the techniques of singular
value decomposition, the description of which is outside the scope of this dissertation. The other
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is to add a penalty while minimizing error for large coefficients in β. If the squared coefficients
are penalized, we say the L2 norm of β is minimized along with error. This is easy to incorporate
into solution for the normal equations, β = (XTX − λI)−1XTY , where λ is a parameter to be
tuned and determines the strength of the penalty.This approach is often called ridge regression.
If the absolute values of β are penalized, we say the L1 norm of β is minimized. L1 penalized
minimization is more difficult to implement, but, under the name of LASSO regression, it has the
use of performing automatic feature selection. [Friedman et al. (2001)]
iii. Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing (SA) is a generalized optimization technique that performs minimization or
maximization in a way analogous to and inspired by the annealing of a slowly cooling metal [Press
et al. (1992)]. SA operates according to the following sequence, which is iterated until a stopping
condition is found. (1) At each iteration of the main loop, i, a pseudo-random variation is added
to each parameter to be optimized. (2) If the new cost function, f , to be minimized is less than the
previous value, ∆f = fi−fi−1 ≤ 0, the new parameter set is accepted. Else, the new parameter set
is accepted with probability p(∆f) = exp(−∆f/T ), where T as a value analogous to temperature.
The probability of an uphill move enables SA to escape local minima to find new local minima closer
to the global minimum. (3) The parameter T is lowered, analogous to slow cooling. Also, the scale
of pseudo-random variations (for continuous variable problems) is lowered, allowing the solution
to settle in what is ideally the global minimum. SA is computationally expensive and slow, but it
has the advantages of allowing the solution of highly nonlinear optimization problems, including
those which involve discontinuities, and of allowing a freedom of choice in the cost function to be
minimized (e.g. squared error, absolute error, etc.).
iv. Simulated Evolution
While SA is inspired by the physical processes of cooling metals, simulated evolution is inspired
by the processes of biological evolution. There four main schools of evolutionary computation
are genetic algorithms [Goldberg et al. (1989)], genetic programming [Koza (1992)], evolutionary
programming [Fogel (1999)], and evolution strategies [Schwefel et al. (1995)]. Evolution strategies
have advantages over other evolutionary approached for the kinds of numerical optimization prob-
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lems one often encounters in physics and engineering, where the continuous numeric variables one
encounters can be searched with mutations with a gaussian distribution.
In evolution strategies (ES), a parent population of candidate solutions is generated. An off-
spring population is generated, typically via addition of random values i.e. mutations to the parent
solutions, but sometimes also through swapping coefficients between parents i.e. recombination.
The best solutions (according to the selection criteria for the problem at hand) among parents and
offspring are kept to become parents for the next generation. This continues until either a good
enough solution is found or alloted computer resources are exhausted. ES, as with SA, are useful
for solving nonlinear problems, problems with discontinuities, and problems with local minima.
Because ES are easier to understand, program, and tune to a problem than SA, while producing
results roughly on par with other methods, they are deserving of more attention among the research
communities that utilize generalized statistical fitting and optimization. [Schwefel et al. (1995)]
D. Geomagnetic Storms and Substorms
During periods of time when large amounts of energy are transfered from the solar wind to the
magnetosphere, magnetic disturbances known as geomagnetic storms and substorms can occur.
The exact relationship between storms and substorms is subject to much debate.
1. Geomagnetic Storms
During intervals of relatively strong, southward IMF, a sufficient amount of energy and flux is
transferred to the magnetosphere by the magnetic reconnection process for large, global geomag-
netic disturbances to occur. These disturbances manifest as a substantial weakening of Earth’s
surface magnetic field at low and mid latitudes, measured by DST and other storm-time magnetic
depression indices discussed above. They follow a progression beginning with onset, when an im-
pulse of SW pressure often (but not always) causes a brief strengthening of ground magnetic field.
Onset is followed by the storm main phase, where the strength of magnetic depression increases.
Finally, during recovery phase, a relaxation of storm-time magnetic depression occurs. Because
these disturbances are time varying, damaging electric currents can be induced in large, conductive
structures such as power grids and oil pipelines, resulting in damage to these structures. Geomag-
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netic storms have also been responsible for the detonation of magnetic mines [Knipp et al. (2018)].
The largest recorded geomagnetic storm occurred in 1859 [Cliver and Svalgaard (2004)]. If another
storm comparable to that of 1859 were to occur today, it has been projected that power in some
areas could take up to a decade to restore!
Although geomagnetic storms have been extensively studied, there are still ongoing debates
concerning which current systems contribute the most to the measured storm-time disturbances.
i. Magnetopause Current Contributions
Magnetopause currents can be thought of as a region of current separating regions of IMF from
regions dominated by Earth’s magnetic field. During geomagnetic storms, the SW dynamic pressure
often increases, compressing the day-side magnetosphere, intensifying the magnetopause currents,
and bringing them closer to Earth. The effect of magnetopause currents is to strengthen the
surface magnetic field at low and mid latitudes (see figure 1.18 part a). From the pressure balance
considerations, the effect of magnetopause currents is proportional to the square root of SW dynamic
(or ram) pressure,
√
pdyn. The exact magnitude of magnetopause caused magnetic disturbances has
been calculated by a number of empirical and theoretical studies, with often contradictory results.
Magnetopause effects upon storm-time magnetic depressions are less controversial than other
current systems. However, there are some reasons to believe that the magnitude of magnetopause
effect evolves during the progression of geomagnetic storms, due to the erosion of the day-side
magnetosphere. In this dissertation, we will consider the contribution to be described in the
standard, non-time dependent version.
ii. Ring Current Contributions
Ring currents are composed of trapped particles in the inner magnetosphere. The symmetric ring
current closes with itself, encircling the Earth. The partial ring currents are found on the nightside,
closing through the ionosphere via the R2 FAC. Both partial and symmetric ring currents contribute
to the storm-time magnetic depression of Earth’s magnetic field (see figure 1.18 parts b and e).
Since the 1960s, the standard treatment of geomagnetic storms is to regard the storm-time
magnetic depression as being primarily due to symmetric ring current. This state of affairs resulted
from the development of the Dessler-Parker-Schopke relationship, where the magnetic effect of the
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ring current, ∆Bparticles is related to the energy of trapped particles in the symmetric ring current
by ∆Bparticles/Bo = −2/3WparticleseˆZ/Wmag, where Wmag is the energy in Earth’s dipole magnetic
field above Earth’s surface, Wparticles is the energy in trapped ring current particles, and Bo is
the equatorial surface magnetic field [Kivelson and Russell (1995)]. Accordingly, it is common to
see publications where DST and other proxies for storm-time magnetic depression (STMD), once
corrected for magnetopause currents, are treated as a proxy for symmetric ring current.
iii. Cross-Tail Current Contributions
Another contributer to storm-time magnetic depression is the cross-tail current (see figure 1.18
part c). In the 1990s, Maltsev and his collaborators produced an approximate derivation for
the effect of tail currents [Maltsev et al. (1996); Arykov and Maltsev (1996)], showing that tail
currents should have a DST contribution proportional to the amount of magnetic flux in the outer
magnetosphere according to H = F/2S ≈ (2Bo/9)sin6(θ), where F is the magnetic flux outside the
stable trapping region where ring currents exist, S is the area of the stable trapping region (see figure
1.19), and θ is the average magnetic colatitude of the equatorward boundary of the Auroral oval.
The derivation showed that tail currents could potentially be the dominant contributer to DST .
Vasylinas (2006) performed a more rigorous derivation of a generalized Dessler-Parker-Schopke
relationship, including the effects of all contributing current systems, in which he also found that
tail flux can be related to the contribution of tail currents to DST .
iv. Controversies Associated with Contributions of Specific Current Systems
A number of studies have attempted to answer the question of how important each current system
is to DST . The widely cited study of Greenspan and Hamilton [Greenspan and Hamilton (2000)]
claimed verification of the Dessler-Parker-Schopke relationship. However, Greenspan and Hamilton
show little correlation between dayside (and thus symmetric) ring current and DST . Thus, the ring
current contribution to geomagnetic storms is arguably due to partial, rather than symmetric, ring
currents, at least prior to recovery phase. Lopez et al. (2015) analyzed in situ observations from an
intense, individual storm showing little ring current contribution for that event. Likewise, Roeder
et al. (1996) used measured particle flux to show that ring current for March 1991 storm could
account for only 30 to 50 percent of DST .
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Empirical models have also been used to answer the question of relative current contributions.
Turner et al. (2002) used the empirically derived Tsyganenko T96 and T89 models to calculate
relative contributions tail current to DST for modeled events. They found a 25 percent contribution
from tail currents. Conversely, Alexeev et al. (1996) used a different empirical model to show tail
current contributions greater than 50 percent. Deficiencies in the empirical models used render
such results less than conclusive. Ganushkina et al. (2004) modified the T89 model and fit the
modeled current system contributions to reproduce in situ magnetic measurements from multiple
spacecraft. They found that tail contributions dominates early in a storm, whereas ring current
dominates as the storm progresses. They also found that weaker storms are more dominated by
tail currents whereas stronger storms are more ring current dominated.
2. Geomagnetic Substorms
Geomagnetic substorms are processes whereby energy loads into the tail region and then unloads in
an explosive release, triggered by instabilities in the tail. The exact nature of the instabilities leading
to substorms, and even the very definition of substorms, are subject to much debate. However, after
a period of accumulation of energy in the magnetotail (e.g. the growth phase) the explosive release
of tail energy (e.g. the expansion phase) results in the near Earth tail becoming more dipole-like,
thus being called dipolarizations. As the expansion phase onset occurs, the current sheet in the
tail region is partly disrupted, and the electric current is routed to the night-side ionosphere via
the substorm current wedge ( see figure 1.20). After expansion phase exhausts itself, a recovery
phase occurs where ground magnetic disturbances relax. The auroral zones experience brightenings
accompanied with magnetic disturbances, tracked by the AE indices (see figure 1.21). [Kepko et al.
(2015)]
3. Controversies Concerning the Storm-Substorm Relationship
In this dissertations, substorms are of interest primarily because of their relations to geomagnetic
storms. Although storms nearly always are accompanied by substorms, the reverse is not true.
Historically, substorms were named because geomagnetic storms were thought to by built from
many substorms clustered closely in time. Today, substorms are thought to play a contributing
role in particle injections into the ring current. If this view is correct, and ring current is an major
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contributer to DST , substorms ought to be associated with strengthening of DST .
Substorms are a mechanism for releasing energy and flux from the tail region. In the view
that DST is dominated by tail current contributions, one would expect the DST to be weakened
by substorm activity. Iyemori and Rao [Iyemori and Rao (1996)] performed a high time resolution
superposed epoch analysis at high time resolution suggesting that storm-time magnetic depression
growth slows when a substorm occurs.
Conversely, substorms are responsible for enhanced ionospheric outflow of oxygen ions [Moore
et al. (1999)] resulting in eventual enhancement of the ring current. In situ observations have found
that O+ ions peak near the storm maximum [Hamilton et al. (1988)]. Theories of how O+ ions
make their way to the ring current include those in which oxygen moves directly into the ring
current and those in which the O+ ions first enter the tail lobes, pass to the tail current sheet, and
finally enter the ring current [Nose´ et al. (2010)].
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Rectified Solar Wind Electric Field:
Time Scale Effects
As discussed in chapter 1, a variety of coupling functions have been constructed from solar wind
parameters which are intended to model the driving influence of the solar wind upon the Earth’s
magnetosphere and its geomagnetic activity. Because solar wind coupling functions will be utilized
extensively in later chapters, evidence will be presented in this chapter that the rectified solar
wind electric field, vBS , probably the simplest widely used solar wind coupling function, remains
competitive with most sophisticated coupling functions, at least for prediction of geomagnetic storm
indices.
In section 2, we will demonstrate that vBS , when time scales are considered, can at least partly
account for the functional forms of some of the alternative coupling functions found in the literature
and specifically the optimal forms found in section 2.
In section 3, the injection term from the Burton model and other geomagnetic activity measures
will be tested via cross-correlation against candidate coupling functions and it will be seen that it
will be shown that vBS , already effective for DST prediction tasks, performs better when various
approaches to include time scale dependent effects are utilized.
In section 3, Burton type differential equation models are fit empirically to solar wind and DST
data sets from the NASA Omni Database. It will be shown that, although sophisticated solar wind
coupling functions can provide a better fit to the data at the cost of many additional free model
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parameters, vBS exhibits a remarkably good minimization of error.
A. Solar Wind Statistics and Coupling Functions utilizing Hourly
Averages in Solar Wind parameters
Many studies of solar wind coupling (see table 2.1) and ring current injection make use of hourly
averages in solar wind parameters [e.g.. Newell et al. (2006); Newell et al. (2007); Newell et al.
(2008); Boynton et al. (2011)]. Though Newell et al. (2007) consider that the physically relevant
parameters may differ at shorter time scales, citing as an example that dynamic pressure changes
may have a more significant effect, they generally regarded the empirically fit in that study to be
related to underlying physical processes. Here, however, we argue that statistical effects due to
averaging are also relevant. A literature search found that this notion had also been considered,
but not fully developed, by Svalgaard (1977).
The most obvious statistical effect to which we refer is most clearly illustrated in figure 2.1.
Consider that if vBS is the correct solar wind coupling function, and experience has shown that
this is at least approximately true, then the interval shown at the one minute timescale would
have nonzero energy transfer to the magnetosphere for part of the interval in question. However,
as the average magnetic field is northward for this interval, the formula using hourly average
values of SW parameters would report zero coupling and thus zero storm injection. The most
commonly encountered alternative functions are ”leaky rectifier functions”, with an IMF clock
angle dependency given as a power of sin(ΘC/2), where ΘC = arctan(BY /BZ). Such functions
would yield a nonzero coupling for the interval shown, just as with vBS when used with data of
higher time resolution.
To study these statistical effects, we downloaded 1 minute solar wind parameters from the
spacecraft specific Omni 2 database for the years 1973 through 2015, inclusive. The low resolution
hourly values from the Omni 2 database were used for comparison. The spacecraft specific sets
were used because we can ensure that the same monitor was used for a given hour in both high and
low time resolution sets. We make the following assumptions. 1. The rectified dawn-dusk electric
field, vBS , is close in form to the correct instantaneous solar wind coupling function. 2. The
dawn-dusk electric field applied to the magnetosphere of standard size results in a time varying
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net electromotance. As power consumed by a circuit element with respect to an applied time
varying electromotance is correctly calculated using the root-mean-squared (RMS) voltage, the
appropriate hourly value of vBS is the RMS value,
√
<(vBS)
2 >. We searched though functions of
form nαvβBγT sin(ΘC/2)
δ, widely used is SW-magnetosphere coupling studies (following Vasyliunas
et al. (1982)), to find the one that correlates best to hourly RMS of rectified SW electric field,
√
<(vBS)
2 >. For each hour, we used the 1-minute data from the same solar wind monitor as used
by the low resolution Omni database for the same hour. The resulting coupling function of the
form specified above with maximum correlation to the RMS of vBS is n
0.1v1.3B0.9T sin(ΘC/2)
4.4.
This is significant because it is similar to those coupling functions found in the literature but which
were constructed empirically to maximize correlation with magnetospheric state variables, often
under the assumption that the specifics may reveal something more fundamental about solar wind
magnetosphere coupling.
Many solar wind coupling functions reported to work well have α ≥ 0, β ≥ 1, α ≤ 1, 5 > δ ≥
2, which is the qualitative behavior shown to statistically emerge for vBS . Thus, the functional
forms of solar wind coupling reported in the literature for hourly timescales are likely to be at least
partly due to the statistical properties of the solar wind parameters. Note that the emergence of
a function nonlinear in n, v, and BT is not unreasonable as these parameters are not statistically
independent as seen in figure 2.2 [Maltsev and Rezhenov (2003)].
We follow this result by testing the correlation between measures of geomagnetic activity and
SWCFs. Following in the footsteps of Garrett et al. (1974) and some investigators referenced in
Feldstein (1992), we construct a version of vBS supplemented by σB, which is the hourly vector
standard deviation in IMF as reported in the Omni 2 database. The scalar and z component stan-
dard deviations of were also tested, but found to produce coupling functions with lower correlations
to magnetospheric state variables. The results from functions v(BS+0.5σB) and v(BS+0.67σB) are
reported along with the universal coupling function proposed by Newell et al. (2007), the formula of
Wygant et al. [1983], and vBS using the hourly values from Omni 2 as well as the RMS and mean
values of 1-minute vBS . The cross-correlations between the SWCFs considered is shown in table
2.2. It can be seen that simple functions which attempt to introduce SW variability by introducing
σB generally correlate better to Newell’s more complicated ”universal coupling function” than the
simple hourly vBS .
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B. How Solar Wind Coupling Functions Using Hourly Solar Wind
Variability Compare with Other Widely Used Functions
Following in the footsteps of Garrett [1974] and some investigators referenced in Feldstein [1992],
we construct a version of vBS supplemented by σB, the hourly vector standard deviation in IMF
as reported in the Omni 2 database. The scalar and z component standard deviations of were also
tested, but found to produce coupling functions with lower correlations to magnetospheric state
variables.
The functions v(BS +0.5σB) and v(BS +0.67σB) were tested along with the universal coupling
function proposed by Newell et al. [2007], the formula of Wygant et al. [1983], and vBS using the
hourly values from Omni 2 as well as the RMS and mean values of 1-minute vBS . The results are
summarized in tables 2.1 and 2.2.
The geomagnetic activity measures were processed as follows. For the Auroral Electrojet indices,
we used the weighted averaging scheme specified in Newell et. Al [2007], shown in figure 2.3. For
the DST index, we correlated the injection calculated from the model of Burton et al. [1975]
with the SWCFs weighted with weights, determined by trial and error for best correlation, of 0.75
and 0.25 for the previous and simultaneous hours, respectively. For PC north index, we used the
simultaneous SWCF in our correlations.
For the results shown in table 2.4, in general, the RMS average of vBS derived from one minute
solar wind data outperformed the simple mean of one minute vBS , which itself outperformed
vBS calculated from 1-hour averages of solar wind parameters. The functions v(BS + 0.5σB) and
v(BS+0.67σB) performed favorably in comparison to the aforementioned SWCFs. It is also notable
that Wygant’s coupling function, EWAV , though it has a reputation for performing well, did not
predict the selected measures of magnetospheric state better than any function taking solar wind
variability into account. Only dΦMP /dt had higher correlations for most magnetospheric state
variables, excepting the DST injection, which favored the SW variability based functions.
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C. Burton Type Differential Equation Models of Geomagnetic
Storms
A family of models with a long history of successful use are what we will refer to in this dissertation
as Burton models, as exemplified by Burton et al. (1975). A number of models in this family have
been constructed, as can be seen in Feldstein (1992) and references therein. Burton models are
1st order differential equation models with an injection term and a decay term determining the
rate of change of storm-time magnetic depression. It can be expressed as D˙∗ = Q−D ∗ /τ , where
D∗ is the storm-time magnetic depression with magnetopause current effects removed according to
D∗ = D− b√P + c, where b and c are constants determined from theory or empirical fitting. Q is
the injection fuction, typically given as a SW coupling function to drive magnetospheric activity, so
named because it is traditionally thought to relate to ring current particle injections. τ is a decay
constant determining the relaxation rate of storm disturbance.
A number of attempts have been made to enhance the Burton model. Most notable are attempts
to allow τ to vary according to SW parameter [O’Brien and Mcpherron; Maltsev and Rezhenov
(2003)] or according to storm phase [Vassiliadis et al. (1999)]. However, for our purposes of studying
SW coupling, we restrict ourselves to the constant τ case.
1. Optimizing the Burton Model and its Injection Function
The entire hourly Omni 2 database of solar wind parameters and DST from 1963 through April
2016 was downloaded from http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov. This provides us nearly 300,000 hours
of data for creating statistical fits. As with O’Brien and McPherron, we assume that the lag time
between solar wind driving and ring current injection permits us to fit the Burton equation using
forward differences according to the equation: D∗ST (t+ 1)−D∗ST (t) = Q(t)−D∗ST (t)/τ .
Due to discontinuities of this equation with of some forms of Q, linear least squares fitting
techniques are of limited utility. Accordingly, we adopt simulated annealing as a nonlinear fitting
technique [Press et al. (1992); Corana et al. (1987)]. Simulated annealing has the further advantage
that it can be easily used to minimize the sum of absolute error to produce a least absolute deviations
fit as easily as it can minimize the sum of squared error. Although minimization of squared error is
the most commonly used statistical fitting technique, it is sensitive to statistical outliers. Sensitivity
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to outliers is not necessarily a bad thing if those outliers happen to be the the disturbed intervals
that are are of greatest interest. Nonetheless, minimization of absolute error is known to be more
robust to outliers (Dielman (1986)) and is done to check the consistency of fitted model parameters.
As a further check on consistency of our results, each simulated annealing fit was repeated using
the even year and odd year subsets.
We began by performing a fit the the injection function chosen by Burton et al. (1975), Q =
min(α(vBS − EC), 0). This established a basis of comparison with other candidate functions.
Preliminary results showed that EC was small with values scattered between 0 and 0.13 mV/m.
Consequently, we set EC to 0 with negligible effect on residual error. We then replace vBS with
a function of form nαvβBγT sin(ΘC/2)
δ, to find the best fits. Our results are summarized in table
2.4. In each case we find that clock angle dependence parameter 5 > δ > 4.3. We note that
this matches most closely the clock angle dependence and exponent values found by Milan et al.
[2012]Milan et al. (2012), with the exception that be found a small but nonzero dependence on
solar wind density. This is not unsurprising as several investigators have found that the solar wind
particle density has an influence on storm development (e.g. see Weigel (2010)).
In the previous section, we showed that a simple SWCF such vBS can statistically result in
functional dependencies similar to those seen. This poses a problem for any who attempt to learn
about solar wind magnetosphere interactions using hourly averaged data. In order to minimize
this problem, we again use simulated annealing with the same data sets as above to simultaneously
determine the parameters of a Burton type model and a SWCF of form nαvβBγT sin(ΘC/2)
δ, but
this time using only those intervals where vector standard deviation in IMF, σB, as reported by
Omni is less that half the magnitude of tangential magnetic field. Our results are summarized in
table 2.4. In general, the clock angle dependence, when only periods of low relative SW variability
are considered, became more selective i.e. closer to the half wave rectifier. It can also be seen
that the exponents for density and speed became closer to zero and unity, respectively, supporting
our hypothesis that nontrivial statistical dependencies between solar wind parameters are partly
responsible for empirically derived SWCFs with parameters raised to exponents differing
We also used the linear combination of BS and vector standard deviation in IMF, in a series
of simulated annealing fits to see how such an approach can minimize residual error. The results
are summarized at the bottom of table 2.5. One can see that residual error is not significantly
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worse that that found using functions of the form nαvβBγT sin(ΘC/2)
δ, which have many more free
parameters to optimize. This strongly suggests that the half wave rectifier, vBS , is very close to
the true driver of DST .
D. Explanation
Although figure 2.1 should make it clear why the apparent clock angle dependence would differ
from the half wave rectifier function when SW data from long time scales is used, it is less intu-
itive that SW coupling functions nonlinear with respect to density, flow speed, and magnetic field
would statistically emerge. In figure 2.2, we see that Maltsev and Rezhenov (2003) showed that
SW parameters are not independent. Moreover, several SW parameters do not follow Gaussian
distributions Veselovsky et al. (2010). We believe that the lack of statistical independence between
SW parameters combined with the non-Gaussian distributions which violate the assumptions of
linear correlation methods combine to produce the observed nonlinearities.
There are good reasons to ask why vBS seems to perform so well. The success of vBS in
so many SW-magnetosphere coupling studies, plus the fact that we have show vBS can account
for at least some of the successes of more complicated coupling functions, seems to imply that the
magnetosphere receives much of its energy from the SW via anti-parallel merging. The main stream
view regards component reconnection, rather than anti-parallel reconnection, as the primary mode
of reconnection. We offer two possible answers to this objection. One possibility is that anti-
parallel reconnection really is the dominant mode of merging in the magnetosphere. Evidence for
this possibility can be found from both simulation studies (Russell et al. (2003);Park et al.) and
from observations (Coleman et al.;Fuselier et al. (2010)). An alternate possibility is that their
exists a critical clock angle (Sonnerup (1974)) for component reconnection. In the critical angle
paradigm, IMF orientations Northward of the critical angle would not lead to merging at the
magnetopause, thus leading to a clock angle dependence similar to the half wave rectifier model. In
Borovsky (2013), the critical angle was considered but rejected partly on the grounds that its use
does not lead to improved correlation between the coupling function considered and geomagnetic
indices. However, Borovsky made use of hourly averaged SW data to test the predictive power
of his functions. A better test of the critical angle hypothesis would utilize higher time-resolution
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data.
E. Conclusion
The primary conclusion of this chapter is that complicated SW coupling functions for the magne-
tosphere do not necessarily represent the true response of magnetospheric behavior to solar wind
driving, particularly if the functions under consideration are empirically derived and/or validated
using data averaged over a longer timescale. The practical considerations are that experimental
studies should take into account the time scales over which the solar wind parameters vary. Al-
though some (mostly older) studies have considered SW parameter variations (e.g.. Pisarskij et al.
(1989)), the larger geospace research community has not taken these issues into consideration,
leading to potentially misleading results. We believe this is partly because no specific study has
been widely disseminated to warn of this problem, and partly because taking countermeasures to
this issue adds extra complication to an empirical investigation. Our recommendations, which are
reflected in subsequent chapters of this dissertation, are to do the following:
1. When it is necessary to use hourly averaged data in an empirical study to reveal the functional
dependence of magnetospheric behavior upon SW parameters, one approach to better results is to
exclude intervals when IMF variations are large compared to IMF magnitude or the magnitude of
IMF BZ .
2. If predicting the behavior of the magnetosphere is the goal, including a function of IMF
variability as a predictor variable can improve the results from hourly averaged SW data.
3. When shorter timescale data is available, the use of averaged (or RMS averaged) coupling
functions can help avoid the aforementioned pitfalls.
4. If one seeks to perform an empirical study at a faster time cadence, one should consider
that errors in propagation of solar wind data to the magnetosphere from the SW monitor can be




Impulse Response and The
Storm-Substorm Relationship
Impulse response functions (IRFs) are useful for determining the time dependent development of
an index with respect to a proposed driver. They were first used by Iyemori et al. (1979) to study
the response of DST and auroral electrojet indices with respect to IMF BS and vBS . They noted
a second development in the response of DST , an increase in impulse response several hours after
the driving impulse had happened appearing as a bump on the plotted IRF. They interpreted this
as evidence of an oscillatory behavior.
Weigel (2010) also did an extensive study where he generated IRFs after binning data from a
series of geomagnetic storms by solar wind density at the beginning of the events. He found the
best fits when simply using vBS as a driver and that vBS is more geoeffective in driving storms
when the solar wind density is higher than average. He attributed this to the solar wind ions
being a source of ring current particle, but admits another possibility. In paragraph 56, he states,
An alternative explanation of the change in geoefficiency is that under the lowdensity solar wind
conditions, ring current energy is diverted into another magnetospheric system, such as the auroral
electrojets. Although Weigel did not comment on the second development, it was clearly visible
and more prominent in the IRFs produced from low solar wind density events. In this chapter, we
look for evidence in favor of that alternate explanation and seek to better understand the cause of
the second development in DST IRF.
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In section A, we explain the general methodology taken for IRF analysis in this chapter.
In section B, we use IRF analysis to establish that vBS is adequate as a solar wind driver and
that there in no need to include dependencies of IMF BY .
In section C, we use IRF analysis to support Weigel’s alternative hypothesis that energy is
diverted from the systems contributing to the DST index and into auroral electrojets.
In section D, we turn our attention to the second development in DST IRF. Based on the
evidence, we argue that this can be explained by contributions of two different current systems to
the storm-time magnetic depression indices. As the relative contributions of ring currents versus
tail currents have been a source of ongoing controversy, this gives further credence to the notion
that tail currents are more significant than often thought in the storm-time magnetic depression.
In section E, the impulse response of magnetic depression in four local time sectors is evaluated
using the APL SMR sector based indices. The process of ring current development and symmetriza-
tion is observed through its IRF. It is shown that substorm dependence in the midnight sector is
quite different from other sectors. Evidence for oscillatory behavior is seen in the midnight and
dawn sectors only.
A. Impulse Response Function Methodology
The results in this chapter are established by performing fits of the IRF of geomagnetic indices
to various drivers. The IRF function with respect to a single driver variable can, in general, be
written as W (t) =
∫∞
0 h(τ)f(t− τ)dx, where W (t) is the output variable, τ is the lag time, f(t− τ
is the input variable, and h(τ) is the impulse response. As we are fitting IRFs of discrete time series




i ha(τi)fa(t − τi),
where a runs over driver the set of driver variables and i runs over the (finite) set of lags considered.
To obtain our IRFs, we use regression techniques to fit ha(τi) to data. We use linear least
squares fits as the primary fitting technique. However, several fits were repeated using the more
computationally expensive two-membered evolution strategies to obtain least absolute deviation
fits. No noticeable difference was discerned between the results of the two fitting techniques, so we
consequently focused our efforts on least squares fits. We established error bars for IRF coefficients
by producing 50 randomly selected, 50 percent subsets. The error bars reported were median
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absolute deviations from the median values of the impulse response coefficients.
For several IRF fits, it was desired to produce IRFs from binned subsets. In Weigel (2010), the
binning was done according to starting values of the discriminant variable to produce independent
IRF fits. However, we separated the driver variables into multiple sets, thresholded according to the
discriminant variable. This permits us to deal consistently with situations where the discriminant
variable (typically density) varies during an event.
B. Evaluation of The Solar Wind Dependence of DST
As a preliminary measure, we first use hourly data to generate IRFs for DST to determine if vBS is
truly sufficient for this study. All available data from the low resolution (1-hour) Omni Database,
from November 1963 through to January 2017, was used to compute these IRFs. These results are
shown in figures 3.1-3.4. In figure 3.1, it the impulse response of DST with respect to vBS is shown.
It can be seen that the effect of vBS upon DST is close to what one would expect, with a slowly
decaying response. The error bars for the coefficients are small relative to the coefficients themselves.
In figure 3.2, the IRF of DST with respect to the square root of dynamic pressure is shown. This
shows that only dynamic pressures roughly concurrent with a DST reading significantly affect the
DST index. The magnitude of the largest coefficient is consistent with the pressure (magnetopause
current) corrections found in most of the literature [add citations]. In figure 3.3, it can be seen that
the impulse response coefficients showing the influence of IMF vBY magnitude are dwarfed by the
both those of vBS and by their own error bars. In figure 3.4, standard deviation of interplanetary
electric field, vσB, derived from standard deviation of vector IMF, σB, has a much stronger and
more consistent effect (evidenced by smaller relative error bars) on DST than IMF By. As this
shows effects not modeled with hourly averages, as argued from solar wind statistics in chapter 2,
we choose to continue with the higher time resolution Sym/H and SMR indices in place of DST
and high time resolution solar wind parameters from the Omni data base.
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C. A Comparison of Sym/H and AL Impulse Response under
High and Low SW Density Conditions
Weigel’s alternative hypothesis was that weaker solar wind driving of DST during intervals with low
solar wind density could be due to energy being diverted into the aurorae. Since substorm auroral
electrojets get their energy from the magnetotail, which is thought by some [Maltsev (2004)] to
dominate storm-time magnetic depression, this would, if demonstrated, be evidence in favor of a
greater tail current contribution to DST and Sym/H. We investigate this by generating IRFs for
both the AL substorm index and Sym/H. These IRFs are binned according to concurrent solar
wind density, where the median value of density was chosen as the boundary between bins. It
should be pointed out that our approach to binning by density was different from that of Weigel.
Whereas Weigel attempted to bin by density at the beginning of an event, we made 2 sets of
vBS data, thresholded by SW density, which were don’t fed into the regression and used for the
entire data set. The results are shown in figures 3.5-3.7. Comparing figures 3.5 and 3.6, one can
observe that high density solar wind is significantly (i.e. relative to the errors in the coefficients)
more geoeffective for driving Sym/H, as demonstrated by larger peak IRF coefficients. Conversely,
figures 3.8 and 3.9 show that vBS during intervals with low solar wind density is more geoeffective
for driving AL than during high density intervals. One can see that Weigel’s alternative explanation
is consistent with the result that vBS is a more geoeffective driver of the auroral AL index for low
solar wind densities. More energy is likely diverted from the tail region into the auroral current
systems during low density intervals. Accordingly, this strengthens the position arguing for a
greater cross-tail current contribution to DST than in the standard, ring current centric model.
Also note that the second development in the DST IRF is present more prominently in the
low solar wind density case. Some investigations have found that the main phase disturbance is
dominated by tail current contributions, whereas the recovery phase become ring current contri-
butions (e.g. Ohtani et al. (2001);Ganushkina et al. (2004)). Vasyliunas argued that the decay of
tail current contribution is offset by transfer of tail energy into the ring current. As tail currents
are partly diverted during substorm onsets, Sym/H loses some of its strength. We speculate that
oxygen ions, liberated from the ionosphere during substorms, may populate the ring current after
a delay of a few hours make to effectively rebuild the storm-time disturbance. Indeed, recent sim-
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ulation results show that the majority of ring current O+ ions are sourced from substorms in the
ionosphere [Nakayama et al. (2017)], and observations from the AMPTE/CCE instrument reveal
that O+ ions increase after a substorm [Daglis et al. (1999)]. More recent observations using ener-
getic neutral atom (ENA) imaging also show that O+ ions increase after a substorm [Ohtani et al.
(2005)]. This explanation is rendered more plausible by a recent study by Michelis et al. [2011]
whereby information theory is used to show that information flows from AL to Sym/H. Moon et al.
(2006) also found that AL influences DST after a short time delay. In the next section, we will test
our hypothesis.
D. Substorm Activity, Tail Currents and Sym/H Impulse Re-
sponse
To further test the hypothesis regarding tail current makes an important contribution to storm-time
disturbance, we perform an impulse response analysis with respect to vBS only, since ram pressure
controlled magnetopause current should have little effect on the auroral boundary (see figures 3.10
and 3.11), for the storm-time magnetic depression one would expect from the formula,H(ABI) =
−8/27Besin(θ)6, where Be, the strength of Earth’s dipole magnetic field at the equator, is taken
as 31,000 nT, and θ is the radius of the auroral oval in degrees and taken to be 85o - ABI , given
by Maltsev (2004). Some testing (not shown) was also performed using the newer magnetotail
(MT) index, which uses ion precipitation data rather that the electron precipitation data used
to construct ABI. The results are nearly identical and an inspection of DMSP satellite boundary
crossings used to construct these indices, it was seen that the electron and ion boundaries from
which ABI and MT are produced nearly always coincide, thus rendering such results redundant.
As the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval is strongly related to the state of the magnetotail
and its contribution, we look for a similar time dependence with respect to vBS during the early
portion of its IRF. Though the IRF produced is noisy and required smoothing, we see a similar
fast decay in IRF coefficients, close to that seen of the early portion of decay in Sym/H. We see a
stabilization of H(ABI) decay after a lag of 5 hours, with no second development and lower absolute
levels of IRF coefficients. This we interpret as a magnetotail stabilizing or enhancing effect due
to the delayed ring current development. This enhancement of the magnetotail by ring current
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was predicted Schulz (1997). It seems that cross-tail currents are indeed responsible for much of
the early development of storm-time magnetic depression. As an additional check, we produced
another series of IRFs of Sym/H with respect to vBS ,
√
P , and the concurrent H(ABI). Due to the
noise present in ABI, we expect the least squares regression method used to produce IRF results to
under-represent the contribution of tail currents. The coefficient for Sym/H as a function of H(ABI)
is 0.218 +/- 0.003, suggesting a lower limit of 20% contribution to of the tail current system to
Sym/H.
We also generate IRFs that include the AL index as an input variable (see figures 3.12-3.14).
Consistent with the hypothesis that the second development is due to a time delayed injection of
auroral sourced ions into the ring current, we see that the second development is greatly diminished,
replaced with a nontrivial IRF of Sym/H from AL with a time lag somewhat less than that of the
2nd development (perhaps because substorms occur after energy accumulates in response to vBS in
the tail for some time) as was seen in the aforementioned second development. However, the error
bars for the IRF from AL are relatively large, implying that AL is a poor proxy for the process
causing the second development.
We make the assumption that explosive substorm unloadings from the tail result in much
oxygen ion emission into the ring current system. We accordingly produce IRFs for Sym/H which
include the negative change on AL, δ(AL)−, as a driving parameter (see figures figure 3.15-3.16).
It is seen that the IRF of Sym/H with respect to δ(AL)− has much smaller relative error bars
in IRF coefficients, and greatly reduce the second development in IRF from vBS while continuing
to coincide with the lag times of the second development, indicating perhaps that ions liberated
by explosive substorms are the primary cause of the second development, leading to delayed ring
current injection. One can also observe that the response in figure 3.16 shows that the unloading
process initially weakens the storm-time disturbance, consistent with the notion that substorms
cause an immediate weakening of tail contributions to the disturbance, and also consistent with
the results of Iyemori and Rao (1996). However, after a few (approximately 4) hours, the response
is to strengthen the disturbance. This is consistent with what one would expect if a lingering ring
current is produced by substorm activity, as we are asserting.
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E. Sector SMR Index Impulse Responses
As seen in figure 1.13 of the introduction chapter, the effects of tail currents should be strongest
on the night side. The Supermag project has recently begun providing a storm-time disturbance
index, SMR, in which the contributions of Midnight, Dawn, Noon, and Dusk sector disturbances
are available as SMR00, SMR06, SMR12, and SMR18 indices respectively. Using SMR indices
averaged to 10 minute cadence for the years 1995 through 2016, IRFs were produced with respect
to vBS and
√
P as in the previous sections the results for vBS are shown in figures 3.17 through
3.25. Notable, the sector response is more complex than that of the average index. In particular,
the responses in the Midnight and Dawn sectors shows two prominent peaks, with its second
development stronger than its first development coming with a lag time of 2 hours. In the Dawn
sector, also see a prominent second development with a lag time of 4 hours. In the Noon sector,
we observe the second development is more diffuse, but the lag time is approximately 5 hours. In
the Dusk sector, the second development is muted, observed as halt in decay beginning around 4
hours and continuing until approximately 7 hours lag time.
We interpret these results as follows. 1. The tail current is cause of the first development with a
lag time of 40 to 50 minutes. 2. As energy is withdrawn from the tail through substorm unloading
and corresponding the first development decays, O+ ions are produced from the ionosphere, which
first make their effects shown on the night side as the partial ring current is energized. 3. The
partial ring current begins to symmetrize, causing the second developments to peak later on the
day side.
As substorm unloading processes play an important role in the above interpretation, we again
produced IRF (see figures 3.26 - 3.34) with the negative dAL/dt as an additional driver of the
indices in question. The IRFs of vBS , shown in figures again show that second developments
are less prominent, although not completely eliminated. The response to negative dAL/dt shows
interesting behavior. In the midnight and sector, we see relatively large negative coefficients for
short lag times. Since storm-time disturbance and negative changes in AL are both negative, this
represents a weakening of storm-time disturbance shortly after substorm unloading. At the noon
sector, we see a sharp reenforcement of disturbance levels with short lag time which rapidly drops
off. However, the noon sector response to substorm activity builds again after 5 hours of lag.
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The dawn and dusk sector response to substorm unloading don’t provide as simple a behavioral
interpretation, possibly because day and night side behaviors are mixed in these zones.
F. F. Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we can gathered evidence that the solar wind driving of geomagnetic storm activity
(e.g DST , Sym/H activity) is seemingly more geoeffective during high solar wind density intervals
because less energy is diverted to the auroral zone during these intervals. Since auroral activity
(e.g. substorm activity) is caused by explosive release of energy from the magnetotail, we have
interpreted this as evidence consistent with the controversial position that cross-tail currents are
an important contributer to storm-time magnetic depression.
We noted that the second development in the IRF for Sym/H from vBS is smaller in those cases
where AL is more weakly driven by vBS . We interpreted the second development as the signature
of ring current injection from oxygen ions from the auroral zone. Thus, the ring current becomes
more significant in the later stages of a geomagnetic storm, a result supported by Ganushkina et al.
(2004).
We tested our hypothesis by fitting IRFs which included proxies for substorm activity in the
auroral zone. These proxies, themselves driven by vBS , replaced much of the second development,
which was our expectation if the hypothesis was correct.
In finding IRFs for the sector indices, we found the midnight and dawn sectors show particularly
strongly defined dual peaks. We draw attention to figure 3.35, taken from a previous IRF study
[Vassiliadis et al. (1999)] of DST response to vBS , where the data set was binned according to storm
phase and strength. We note that the oscillatory behavior seen for late commencement phase of
sting geomagnetic storms shows a similar IRF. Perhaps, the midnight and dawn sector response
seen in the present study plays a key role in the behavior detected by Vassiliadis et al. (1999).
These results lend credence to the notion that cross tail currents are more significant than
commonly thought as sources of storm-time magnetic depression. Prior to the derivation of
Dessler-Parker-Schopke relationship for symmetric ring current, storm-time magnetic depression
was thought to be the effect of cross-tail currents. In recent years, the lack of strongly DST cor-
related day-side ring current from in-situ measurements have called the standard picture (see the
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schematic in figure 3.36) into question. A more balanced model that includes the effects of both
ring current and cross-tail currents is increasingly acknowledged as being necessary (see schematic
in figure 3.37). We have further contributed to the understanding of this more balanced view by
showing that ring current likely results from delayed substorm sourced ion injections (see schematic
in figure 3.38).
Note that the more delayed IRF coefficients show a qualitatively slower decay. This is probably
an indication of different current systems with their own, respective, decay rates contributing to
DST . Such has been noted in the past (McPherron [1995]), and was explained by McPherron as
likely being due to different ion populations in the ring current. Conversely, Feldstein et al. (2000)
suggested the interpretation of multiple time-constant decays representing tail and ring current
contributions. As reported by Detman and Vassiliadis (1997), past models using a dual decay
constants have been shown more successful at DST prediction that single decay constant models.
In particular, Detman and Vassiliadis found decay constants of 3 hours and 24 hours. Similar
decay constants of 2 hours and 21 hours were found in Murayama (1986). Our results support the
interpretation of Feldstein.
As an example of how the system represented by the schematic in figure 3.38 can be reflected
in an IRF, we present figure 3.39. In figure 3.38, an exponential decay with a 2 hour decay
constant, representing tail current contributions in our model, is summed with a model ring current
contribution. The ring current receives a time delayed injection, driven by tail current decay, spread
out (to represent diffusion processes) from 3 hours to 4.5 hours, and decaying with a time constant
of 17.3 hours, a typical O+ ion charge exchange decay rate for ring current presented in Hamilton
et al. (1988). The model plots show the ring current scaled by factors ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 in
increments of 0.05. Compare figure 3.39 to figure 3.17 and note that lines corresponding to factors
of 0.3-0.35 model this IRF well. Compare figure 3.39 to figure 3.11 and note that the model line
representing a factor of 0.2 is visually similar to the tail current contribution, perhaps showing the
enhancing effect that ring current should have on the magnetotail [Schulz (1997)].
If we are correct by interpreting that the first development of IRF primarily represents tail cur-
rent contributions and the second development represents O+ ring current signature, this provides
important insight into the development of geomagnetic storms. Although it has been known that
substorms have competing impacts on tail and ring current contributions to to storm-time depres-
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sion [Daglis et al. (2000); Daglis et al. (1999)], the delayed effectiveness of ring current seems to
be original. For example, Ohtani et al. (2005) shows from Energetic Neutral Atom (ENA) imaging
that O+ ion content increases in the hour after substorm initiation. In this study, the magnetic
effect of such seems delayed a few hours. Either the O+ ring current observed is not fully effective
in producing ground magnetic perturbations, or there are subsequent injections. If the former, it
could be because the Dessler-Parker-Schopke relation doesn’t rigorously apply to all ions, but only
stably trapped ions. If the latter, it could be because a second, delayed, more effective, injection
occurs, possibly through the indirect path from ionosphere to tail lobe to plasma sheet to ring
current as described in Lui et al. (1986).
Our conclusions are the following.
1. The enhancement effect of high SW density on driving of storm-time magnetic depression is
due to reduced unloading of energy from the magnetotail. 2. The magnetotail is indeed a significant
contributer to the early phase of storm-time magnetic depression, and IRF plots of H(ABI) suggest
it may provide the majority of early storm development. Using ABI index as a regressor variable, we
establish a lower limit of 20%, although we suspect the excessing noise in ABI would cause an error
minimizing scheme to find a contribution much lower than in fact, especially when vBS also drives
the evolution of the auroral oval. 3. After substorm activity removes energy from the magnetotail,
the partial ring current grows, probably from ionospheric O+ ions, 2 - 5 hours after SW energy
flows into the magnetosphere. The ring current becomes progressively more symmetric from 4 - 7
hours after the SW energy entered the magnetosphere. 4. The auroral boundaries themselves slow
their decay around the same time as the ring current develops, confirming the stabilizing effect of
ring current upon the magnetotail as predicted by Schulz.
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Evidence of Tail Current
Contributions to Magnetic Storms
In this chapter, we will argue that storm-time magnetic depression is more strongly related to
the equatorward auroral boundaries that is typically thought. The Auroral boundaries will be
tracked via Auroral Boundary Index (ABI) and Region 2 field aligned currents (FAC). According
to Maltsev and his collaborators, the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval, corresponding to
the boundary between inner and outer magnetosphere, is strongly related to the tail contribution
to storm-time magnetic depressions.
ABI is generated from Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) measurements of
electron precipitation. Since ABI is derived from the crossing of a single satellite over one point of
the auroral oval, and because the instruments occasionally record unrealistic boundary locations,
ABI is more subject to noise than other indices of magnetospheric behavior. However, ABI has the
advantage of tracking an important property relating to the global state of the magnetosphere.
FAC data collected from the AMPERE project is used as a proxy for the Auroral zone. Region
2 FAC patterns are known to coincide with equatorward Auroral zone boundaries, making high
cadence maps of FAC a useful tool in the study of geomagnetic storms. According to Maltsev and
his collaborators, the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval, corresponding to the boundary
between inner and outer magnetosphere, is strongly related to the tail contribution to storm-time
magnetic depressions. Past studies of auroral oval behavior were performed using Auroral Boundary
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Index (ABI) and the closely related Magnetotail Index (MT), derived from point boundary crossings
of DMSP satellites. ABI and MT are noisy datasets with a number of implausible spikes, rendering
them less than ideal monitors of the auroral oval boundaries. Conversely, AMPERE provides a 2
dimensional map of ionospheric FAC, allowing one to observe the entire oval.
A. Auroral Boundary Index
ABI is generated from Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) measurements of electron
precipitation. Since ABI is derived from the crossing of a single satellite over one point of the auroral
oval, and because the instruments occasionally record unrealistic boundary locations, ABI is more
subject to noise than other indices of magnetospheric behavior. However, ABI has the advantage
of tracking an important property relating to the global state of the magnetosphere.
In the past, ABI has been regarded as a higher time cadence equivalent of Kp. In fact, the team
that releases ABI also provides a predicted Kp along with a flag corresponding to how reliable a
given prediction will be. The close relation between ABI and Kp has been used to argue that the
usefulness of Kp is due to its use as a proxy for Auroral latitude Thomsen (2004). For instance,
figure 4.1 (from Feldstein and Starkov (1967)) shows average Auroral boundaries, determined from
all-sky cameras, as a function of Kp. In figure 4.2 (from Thomsen (2004)), we see the relationship
between ABI and Kp for the year 1991. In this section, we will show that storm-time magnetic
depression indices, when scaled logarithmically, are competitive with Kp as proxies for the Auroral
boundaries.
The Kp index is derived from K-indices from a number of magnetometers located outside
the auroral zone. The K-indices represent deviations from the baseline readings taken during
undisturbed intervals during the same 3 hour period of the day. K-indices are quasi-logarithmic, e.g.
a K value of 2 represents a disturbance roughly 1.8 times that measure by a K value of 1, et cetera.
A linear scaling of Kp is available as the ap index. Other K-family indices are available. Notably,
the am index is a continuous equivalent of ap derived from a network of magnetic observatories
more evenly distributed in longitude, thus providing a higher quality index. Attempts have also
been made to improve the spatial resolution of am with midnight, dawn, noon, and dusk sector
indices and temporal resolution with the 15 minute α-15 index.
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In this section, we use data from the years 2000 to 2009, inclusive, on the basis that the
entire public data set for α-15 index is available for only those years. ABI was obtained from
https://cedarweb.vsp.ucar.edu/wiki/index.php/DMSP:ssj4 midnit. ABI values are timestamped
with the time of boundary crossing. In the following subsections, all plots were created by assigning
the concurrent value of the index we wish to compare to each ABI value. For statistical robustness,
we use medians instead of means and use mean deviations from the median for error bars.
1. K-Family indices versus ABI
As we aim to show the extent to which storm-time magnetic depression indices are a reasonable
proxy for the equatorward Auroral boundary, we first show how well K-family indices correspond
to the same. In figure 4.3, we show ap on a true (rather than quasi) logarithmic scale. We see
that ap generally corresponds well to ABI, except at extremely disturbed times. Figure 4.4 shows
that am is also closely related to ABI. Figures 4.5 through 4.8 establish that the relation between
K-family indices and ABI is not restricted to any longitudinal (i.e. specific to a particular range of
magnetic local times) sector.
Most K-family indices suffer from the drawback of low time resolution. The recently developed
α-15 index is intended to provide a measure of activity similar to am with a 15 minute time
resolution [Chambodut et al. (2015)]. Surprisingly, the higher time resolution of α-15, when plotted
versus ABI in figure 4.9, did not result in notably smaller error bars or improved linearity (on a
semilog scale) with respect to ABI. This could be due to the noise present in ABI, or to the α-15
index suffering from a less certain baseline subtraction than in the 3 hour versions, one reason am
was not made available at higher cadence Mayaud (1980).
2. Storm-Time Magnetic Depression Indices versus ABI
In this section, plots of storm-time magnetic depression, a typically negative quantity with some
positive excursions during times of high ram pressure, are desired with the same logarithmic scale
used for am above. Accordingly, the index is multiplied by negative one and times negative values
are then excluded. In figure 4.10, DST is shown versus ABI. It generally displays linear behavior
except during quiet times. The error bars are larger than for am.
We next use the 17 station version of Dcx, obtained from http://dcx.oulu.fi/, which is claimed
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to use better baseline subtraction and station weighting methods to obtain a better measure of
storm-time magnetic depression [Mursula et al. (2011)]. In figure 4.11, Dcx is shown versus ABI.
We can see that, though error bars are roughly as large as those for DST , the quietest time marker
deviates less from a linear relationship than DST , giving credence to the claims of Mursula and his
collaborators.
3. Pressure Corrected Storm-Time Magnetic Depression versus ABI
DST and Dcx indices are not purely measures of the ring and tail current systems, but are contam-
inated by magnetopause currents which vary with ram pressure. In this section, we attempt to use
the pressure corrected versions, D∗ = D+ b√P , to minimize the effects of magnetopause currents.
Different values of the constant, b, can be found in the literature, but we use b = 8nT/
√
nPa from
Maltsev (2004) as it is near to that found in the majority of investigations. In figures 4.12 and
4.13, the corrected versions of DST and Dcx are respectively shown versus ABI. We see that Dcx*
again shows a more linearity than DST ∗. We overlay the H(ABI) prediction for tail contribution to
Dcx*. The empirically obtained value for tail current contributions to Dcx from Asikainen et al.
(2010) is also shown. In figure 4.14, we again lot pressure corrected Dcx*, but with the correction
factor of b = 11.84nT/
√
nPa obtained from fits to the Dcx index as reported by Asikainen et al.
(2010). Corrected Dcx* matches well to the theoretical predicted H(ABI).
4. Sector SMR Indices versus ABI
The plots for 10-minute averaged SMR indices, obtained from http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/indices/,
versus ABI are shown in figures 4.15 through 4.19. Note that disturbance levels in all sectors increase
in magnitude as the Auroral oval expands.
5. K-family Indices versus Storm-time magnetic depression Indices as Proxies
for Auroral Expansion
In the preceding subsections, we see that plots of indices, on logarithmic scales, do not markedly
favor K-family indices when visual comparisons are used. As a follow up, we show correlations
and their squares between ABI and the logarithms of the indices considered above. The results, in
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table 4.1, show that K-family indices can account for just of half of the variation in ABI. However,
pressure corrected Dcx* can account for nearly as much variation. In table 4.1, the comparisons
were made using each ABI value and its simultaneous index values. In table 4.2, we use the median
index values binned per every 2o of ABI between 50o and 70o, which were shown plotted in the
aforementioned figures. In this case, correlations between median index values and ABI show that
pressure corrected median Dcx* is a better predictor of binned ABI, with more that 99% of variation
accounted for in this data set.
B. AMPERE
AMPERE is a project of the John’s Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU-APL)
where commercial magnetometers aboard the roughly 70 Iridium satellites in polar orbits are used
to obtain two dimensional maps at a cadence of 10 minutes. They do so by subtracting Earth’s
magnetic field from the observed field. The magnetic perturbations are then fit to spherical har-
monic functions, which are then used (via the Biot-Savart law) to obtain the radial component of
field-aligned electric currents.
The capability of AMPERE is unprecedented, but not without its drawbacks. Due to the low
sensitivity of the commercial magnetometers, there is considerable uncertainty in the measured
currents. Measured currents beneath the threshold of 0.19 micro A/m2 magnitude are typically
neglected as being beneath the noise in the signal. This makes an accurate determination of FAC
currents problematic, especially during quiet times when FAC are relatively weak.
1. Locating FAC Currents Using AMPERE and K-Means Clustering
Fortunately, we are not seeking to follow the progress of individual events, but instead wish to
determine how strongly related FAC structures are to storm-time geomagnetic activity. Although
the typical error in AMPERE provided currents is 0.19 micro A/m2, statistical averaging can reduce
the effect of random noise such that error reduces as the inverse of the square root of sample size.
The AMPERE data set is presently available (with several significant gaps) from 2010 through 2016
with high coverage and after 2016 with degraded coverage. At a 10 minute cadence, this provides
us with 297,600 snapshots of the FAC. As we wish to avoid the problem of averaging currents
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with opposite signs, a frequent problem in statistical studies of FAC Stauning et al. (2005), we use
k-means clustering to only average spatially similar FAC maps.
k-means clustering works by assigning each observation to a cluster using the criterion of Eu-
clidean distance to the cluster center as a metric Hartigan and Wong (1979). At each iteration,
the cluster memberships are updated, followed immediately by an update of the cluster center
using the mean of all cluster members. Milan et al. (2015) found that fewer than 200 principle
components (i.e. empirical orthogonal basis functions) can account for 90 percent of observed FAC
variance. We therefor choose to produce 200 clusters of AMPERE sourced FAC maps for the
Northern hemisphere in this study.
2. Relating Clusters to Geomagnetic Activity
After the 200 clusters were generated, each cluster member saws associated with its respective
values of solar and geomagnetic indices. Statistics were produced for each index for each cluster.
It was found that storm-time magnetic depression, Dcx, is in fact strongly associated with the
respective clusters. Representative cluster images are shown in figures 4.20 through 4.25. From
these representative cluster images, it should be apparent that significant equatorward expansion
of the R1 and R2 FAC current regions occurs as Dcx increases in magnitude.
In order to quantify the qualitative behavior seen in figures 4.20 through 4.25, and to relate
this work to the evidence obtained using ABI we need to identify the poleward boundary auroral
oval in each cluster. It was found by Ohtani et al. (2010) that the region 2 FAC coincide with the
equatorward boundary of the auroral oval. We therefor take 3 Dusk-Dawn meridional slices from
each cluster. Automatic identification of current density extrema of the sign appropriate for region 2
currents beyond 15o magnetic colatitude provided 6 locations along the R2 oval. Examples of these
meridional slides along with marked with identified R2 locations for the same clusters in figures
4.20-4.25 are shown in even numbered figures 4.26 through 4.36. Circles were then fit to the 6 R2
locations for each cluster. These circles with the locations from which they were fitted are shown
for the aforementioned set of representative clusters in odd numbered figures 4.27 through 4.37.
Each fit produced a R2 FAC radius, θ, in degrees, which we take as the radius of the equatorward
edge of the auroral oval. To check the automatic identifications, a visual inspection was done on
the resulting figures for each cluster. It was found that 6 clusters did not have reasonable R2
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FAC identifications, and in fact did not have easily identifiable current regions even from hand
inspections. We therefor exclude those 6 clusters from out following analysis.
We compare Dcx to its theoretical tail current contribution equation from Maltsev (2004),
H(θ) = −8/27Besin(θ)6, where Be, the strength of Earth’s dipole magnetic field at the equator,
is taken as 31,000 nT, and a constant for the quiet time when θ is roughly 15o is subtracted. We
plot the median Dcx for each cluster versus H(θ) in figure 4.38. It should be noted that H(θ)
is often larger than Dcx. This is at first surprising since other sources, such as ring current, also
contribute to Dcx. However, when the pressure corrected version of Dcx found by Asikainen et al.
(2010), Dcx∗ = Dcx−11.84nT/sqrt(nPa)sqrt(P ), is applied (see figure 4.39) we see that apparent
over-prediction is due in large part to the effect of magnetopause currents upon Dcx. For the cluster
with the largest median Dcx magnitude, we see that some over-prediction remains. This is likely
due to the paucity of extremely disturbed times in the data set leading to questionable statistics for
that cluster, as many FAC maps from many different disturbance levels contributed to that cluster.
Another likely contributing factor is the erosion of the day-side magnetosphere during periods of
strong solar wind energy transfer, which brings the magnetopause closer to Earth, requiring a
stronger pressure correction during these disturbed intervals [Siscoe et al. (2005)].
C. Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, with the goal of testing the plausibility of Maltsev’s theoretically predicted tail
contribution to storm-time magnetic depression, we have compared indices measuring storm-time
magnetic depression to measurements of the auroral oval latitude. As the most widely available time
series running for several years is the auroral boundary index, long known to be linearly associated
with the quasi-logarithmic Kp, we first set out to determine if indices of storm strength can also
show linear relationships to ABI. We found that the relationships of storm strength indices are,
in fact, linearly related to ABI. We also found that Matsev’s formula for tail contribution, using
an estimate of auroral oval size from ABI, coincides with pressure corrected Dcx index. We also
see that Dcx displays a cleaner relation to ABI that other storm-time indices, giving credence to
claims that Dcx is an improved version of DST .
We also used field aligned current maps for the Northern hemisphere provided by the AMPERE
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project to determine the extent of the auroral oval. The limitations of the noisy AMPERE data
set were mitigated by statistically averaging many similar FAC maps together, and we insured that
only those FAC maps with similar spatial arrangement were averaged by using k-means clustering.
When the theoretically predicted tail contribution, H(θ), is compared to the median Dcx* for each
cluster, it was found that predicted tail current contributions match the measured disturbance
well, suggesting that the magnetotail can account for much of the measured storm-time magnetic
depression.
This conclusion has been supported by some previous investigations (e.g. Lopez et al. (2015)
and Alexeev et al. (1996)). However, there are still papers being published adhering to the (likely
incorrect) view that DST is simply a ring current proxy. In some such studies (e.g. O’Brien and
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Station Geographic Latitude Geographic Longitude Magnetic Dipole Latitude
Hermanus 19.22 -34.40 -33.3
Kakioka 140.18 36.23 26.0
Honolulu (to April 1960) 201.90 21.30 21.0
Honolulu (after April 1960) 201.98 21.32 21.1
San Juan (to Jan. 1965) 293.88 18.38 29.9
San Juan (after Jan. 1965) 293.88 18.11 28.0
Table 1.1: A listing of magnetic observatory stations used to compute DST . From the World
geomagnetic Data Center at Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp).
Station Code Magnetic Latitude Magnetic Longitude
San Juan SJG 28.04 6.54
Fredericksburg FRD 48.14 353.93
Boulder BOU 48.24 321.28
Tucson TUC 39.73 316.74
Honolulu HON 21.71 270.27
Memambetsu MMB 35.63 211.74
Urumqi WMQ 34.34 162.53
Alibag ABG 10.37 146.55
Martin de Vivies AMS -46.22 144.93
Hermanus HER -34.08 84.63
Chambon-la-Foret CLF 49.75 85.80
Table 1.2: A listing of magnetic observatory stations used to compute SYM/H. From the World
geomagnetic Data Center at Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp).
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IAGA Code Name GGLat GGLon GMLat Elev Dcx Dcx17
AAA Alma Ata 43.180 76.920 34.429 1300 x
BSL Stennis 30.350 270.360 39.821 8 x
CNB Canberra -35.315 149.363 -42.466 859 x
CTO Cape Town -33.950 18.467 -32.540 26 x
GNA Gnangara -31.780 115.947 -41.651 60 x
HBK Hartebeesthoek -25.882 27.707 -27.181 1555 x
HER Hermanus -34.425 19.225 -34.081 26 x x
HON Honolulu 21.320 202.000 21.713 4 x x
IZN Iznik 40.500 29.720 37.757 256 x
KAK Kakioka 36.232 140.186 27.647 36 x x
LZH Lanzhou 36.087 103.845 26.123 1560 x
MBO Mbour 14.380 343.030 19.897 7 x
PPT Pamatai -17.567 210.426 -15.133 357 x
SJG San Juan 18.117 293.850 28.042 424 x x
TAM Tamanrasset 22.793 5.532 24.547 1373 x
TRW Trelew -43.267 294.617 -33.343 15 x
TUC Tucson 32.170 249.270 39.733 946 x
VSS Vassouras -22.400 316.350 -13.563 457 x
Table 1.3: A listing of magnetic observatory stations used to compute Dcx index. From the
dcx.oulu.fi.
Station Code Magnetic Latitude Magnetic Longitude
San Juan SJG 28.04 6.54
Fredericksburg FRD 48.14 353.93
Boulder BOU 48.24 321.28
Tucson TUC 39.73 316.74
Honolulu HON 21.71 270.27
Memambetsu MMB 35.63 211.74
Urumqi WMQ 34.34 162.53
Alibag ABG 10.37 146.55
Martin de Vivies AMS -46.22 144.93
Hermanus HER -34.08 84.63
Chambon-la-Foret CLF 49.75 85.80
Table 1.2: A listing of magnetic observatory stations used to compute SYM/H. From the World
geomagnetic Data Center at Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp).
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SWCF Source
vBS Burton et al. (1975)




8/3(θC/2) Newell et al. (2007)
ΦD = v
4/3BT sin
9/2(θC/2) Milan et al. (2012)
EWAV = vBT sin
4(θC/2) Wygant et al. (1983)
EV = N
1/6v5/3BT sin
4(θC/2) Vasyliunas et al. (1982)
EKL = vBT sin
2(θC/2) Kan and Lee (1979)
ESR = N
1/2vB2T sin
4(θC/2) Scurry and Russell (1991)
ε = vB2T sin
4(θC/2) Perreault and Akasofu (1978)
Table 2.1: Some commonly encountered solar wind coupling functions are shown. In the above,
θC = arctan(BY /BZ) is IMF clock angle, N is SW proton density, v is the (anti-sunward) SW
speed, BS is the rectified IMF componant directed in the -Z GSM direction, and BT is the IMF in
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Goes tilt 5 0.78
Kp 6 n/a
Auroral Power 4 0.65
b2i 6 0.76
Polar Cap Magnetic Flux 7 0.57
AL 3 0.69
Table 2.3: Table 4 from Newell et al. (2007). The original caption reads: ”For example, Dst is best
predicted by integrating over 72 hours of IMF data, with the hour n-hours previous to the present
receiving relative weightof 0.95 n . Kp and cusp latitude had to be treated somewhat differently.”
SWCF QDST AE AU AL PC(N)
vBS 48.2% 51.8% 31.7% 52.1% 44.5%
< vminBS,min > 51.6% 56.1% 35.7% 55.7% 48.9%√
< (vminBS,min)2 > 52.4% 59.1% 39.1% 57.7% 52.0%
EWAV 49.6% 55.0% 35.7% 54.1% 50.8%
dΦMP /dt 46.5% 67.1% 46.8% 64.1% 60.1%
v(BS + 0.5σB)pos 52.3% 60.7% 40.2% 59.2% 52.0%
v(BS + 0.67σB)pos 52.3% 61.9% 41.9% 59.9% 52.9%
Table 2.4: The percent variance (i.e. squared correlation) of geomagnetic indices predicted by the
solar wind coupling functions listed using all available data from 1973 - 2015 Omni databases. The
functions < vminBS,min > and
√
< (vminBS,min)2 > were calculated from 1 minute high resolution
Omni solar wind parameter files. All other coupling functions were computed using the hourly aver-
aged solar wind values computed from low resolution Omni solar wind parameter files. As standard
high resolution Omni data is not always generated from the same spacecraft as the concurrent low
resolution Omni file, spacecraft specific files were used to match high time resolution and low time
resolution data from the same spacecraft to assure a valid comparison. Coupling functions for AE,
AU, and AL were correlated to the 3 hour weighted average according, weighted as described in
Newell et al. (2007). QDST is the injection function for the DST model of Burton et al. (1975) using
the original parameters from the same paper. Note that the RMS value of 1-minute vBS is the
best predictor of DST ”injection”, with other functions considering SW variability also performing
well. For other indices, Newell’s coupling function, dΦMP /dt, derived empirically to match these
indices, is the best predictor. However, functions considering SW variability outperform all other
functions. Note also that the RMS value of 1-minute vBS out performs the mean value of 1-minute


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































log(1 + ap) 0.716 51.2%
log(1 + am) 0.717 51.4%
log(1 + am00) 0.702 49.3%
log(1 + am06) 0.711 50.5%
log(1 + am12) 0.682 46.5%
log(1 + am18) 0.711 48.6%
log(1 + α15) 0.718 51.6%
log(1−DST,neg) 0.558 31.1%
log(1−Dcxneg) 0.583 34.0%
log(1− SMRneg) 0.589 34.6%
log(1− SMR00neg) 0.526 28.7%
log(1− SMR06neg) 0.456 20.8%
log(1− SMR12neg) 0.549 30.2%
log(1− SMR18neg) 0.621 38.6%
log(100−DST ) 0.605 36.6%
log(100−Dcx) 0.602 36.3%
log(300− SMR) 0.595 35.4%
log(300− SMR00) 0.526 27.6%
log(300− SMR06) 0.449 20.2%
log(300− SMR12) 0.554 30.7%




log(100−DST ∗) 0.662 43.8%
log(100−Dcx∗) 0.670 44.9%
log(100−DcxA∗) 0.691 47.7%
Table 4.1: The respective cross-correlation coefficient magnitudes and percent of variation explained
for ABI in the years 2000 through 2009 inclusive. The indices were processed appropriately to ensure
that all logarithms receive positive input. In the case of storm-time magnetic depression, those with
a ”neg” subscript were set to zero when a positive index value was encountered. Note that pressure
corrected Dcx* approaches the explanatory capability of of the K-family indices for ABI, as shown
by highlighted examples. The ”A” subscript indicates that the pressure correction found for Dcx
by Asikainen et al. (2010) was used.
60
|R| R2
log(1 + ap) 0.876 76.8%
log(1 + am) 0.877 76.9%






Table 4.2: The respective cross-correlation coefficient magnitudes and percent of variation explained
for 2o binned ABI by median values of the index logarithms shown the years 2000 through 2009
inclusive. The indices were processed appropriately to ensure that all logarithms receive positive
input. In the case of storm-time magnetic depression, index values were set to zero when a pos-
itive index value was encountered. Note that k-family indices have lower correlations with ABI
than storm depression indices, with pressure corrected Dcx* exceeding the 99% level, as shown by
highlighted examples. The ”A” subscript indicates that the pressure correction found for Dcx by




Figure 1.1: Typical plasma parameters for the solar wind in Earth’s vicinity are shown along with
those associated with other plasma regions of geospace. From Borovsky and Valdivia (2018).
63
Figure 1.2: The magnetosphere is here shown in cross-section.
64
Figure 1.3: The magnetosphere is here shown with major current systems labeled.
65
Figure 1.4: The SW magnetic field magnitude distribution and statistics for the years 1965 through
2016. Obtained from omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov.
66
Figure 1.5: The SW magnetic field GSM z-component (parallel to Earths magnetic dipole axis)
distribution and statistics for the years 1965 through 2016. Obtained from omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov.
67
Figure 1.6: The SW speed distribution and statistics for the years 1965 through 2016. Obtained
from omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov.
68
Figure 1.7: The SW proton temperature distribution and statistics for the years 1965 through 2016.
Obtained from omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov.
69
Figure 1.8: The SW density distribution and statistics for the years 1965 through 2016. Obtained
from omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov.
70
Figure 1.9: The SW dynamic (ram) pressure distribution and statistics for the years 1965 through
2016. Obtained from omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov.
71
Figure 1.10: A schematic drawing of rolled-up Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices at the dusk-flank magne-
topause is shown. The streamline pattern (black lines) and total (magnetic plus plasma) pressure
and density (red, dense; blue, tenuous) distributions, when viewed in the vortex rest frame. The
sub-solar region is to the left. From supplementary figure 4 of Kavosi and Raeder (2015).
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Figure 1.11: The typical arangement of field aligned currents for relatively undisturbed times
(AL < 100nT ). The R0 currents are the small system of currents near the pole. The R1 currents
are the inner (poleward) ring of currents. The R2 currents are the outer (equaterward) ring of
currents. The center is 90o magnetic latitude (i.e. the northern magnetic pole). The outer edge is
the 60o magnetic latitude. The numbers around the outer edge specify magnetic local time (MLT).
From Iijima and Potemra (1976).
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Figure 1.12: A simplified schematic of the auroral electrojet currents in the auroral oval. Hall
currents are represented by dotted arrows and electric fields by solid arrows. From figure 2 in
Johnsen (2013).
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Figure 1.13: The locations of magnetometers used in the calculation of DST are shown. The bold
line represents the magnetic equator. From (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp).
75
Figure 1.14: The locations of magnetometers used in the calculation of Sym/H and ASY/H are
shown. The dotted line represents the magnetic equator. Those stations connected by solid lines
represent alternate choices used in index calculations according to availability and quality of data.
From (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp).
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Figure 1.15: The locations of magnetometers used in the calculation of Dcx are shown. The curved
line represents the magnetic equator. From (http://dcx.oulu.fi/?link=stations).
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Figure 1.16: The locations of magnetometers used in the calculation of AL, AU, and AE are shown.
Plus signs represent magnetic coordinates. From (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jps).
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Figure 1.17: An example of DMSP sourced electron precipitation data, from a pass over the South-
ern pole on Dec. 12, 1978, used to produce ABI, taken from Gussenhoven et al. (1983), is shown
with precipitation boundaries used marked by solid vertical lines. Electon flux, in (cm2ssr)−1, is
on the bottom. Energy, in KeV/(cm2srs), is shown in the middle. The top pannel shows average
electron energy in KeV.
79
Figure 1.18: The magnetic influences of different magnetospheric current systems are shown, with
electric currents and magnetic fields represented by arrows on diagrams in the left-hand and right-
hand columns, respectively. (a) shows the effect of magnetopause currents. (b) shows the effect
of symmetric ring currents. (c) shows the effect of cross-tail current. (d) shows the effect of R1
FAC. (e) shows the effect of partial ring currents their R2 FAC closure. From Kamide and Maltsev
(2007).
80
Figure 1.19: The flux in the inner magnetosphere, denoted by S, and the outer magnetosphere,
denoted by F used by to calculate the approximate effect of cross-tail currents upon storm-time
magnetic depression by Maltsev and his collaborators, is shown. From Maltsev (1996).
81
Figure 1.20: This diagram shows the general pattern of the substorm current wedge upon the
disruption of the tail current sheet during a substorm. From McPherron et al. (1973).
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Figure 1.21: An example of the Auroral Lower (AL) index of an interval with substorm activity,
produced using high resolution Omni, is shown. The rapid negative excursion of AL during the
substorm expansion is clearly visible.
83
Figure 2.1: An example plot of 1 hour of solar wind electric field, −vBZ , taken from the high
resolution Omni database, is shown at 1-minute cadence. The black and blue horizontal lines
represent the mean values for the hour, from this data and the low resolution Omni database,
respectively. One can see that The mean values are negative and would be set to zero if vBS were
calculated for the hour. Conversely, the red horizontal line represents the avarage value of rectified
vBS , showing that energy and flux should transfer from the solar wind during this interval, assiming
vBS is a good measure of solar wind magnetosphere energy transfer.
84
Figure 2.2: Statistical mutual dependencies of solar wind parameters are shown. (a) shows the
relation of a widely use  parameter Perreault and Akasofu (1978) to rectified SW dawn-dusk
electric field. (b) shows the relation of  to IMF BZ . (c) shows the relation between IMF magnetic
field in the GSM X-Y plane to IMF BZ . (d) shows the relation between SW speed and IMF BZ .
(e) shows the relation between SW density and IMF BZ . (f) shows the relation between SW speed
and IMF magnitude. From figure 7 in Maltsev and Rezhenov (2003).
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Figure 2.3: Statistical mutual dependencies of solar wind parameters are shown. (g) shows the
relation between rectified SW dawn-dusk electric field (vBS) and IMF BZ . (h) shows the relation
between SW density and IMF magnitude. (i) shows the relation between SW density and SW flow
speed. (j) shows the relation between IMF magnitude and SW flow speed. (k) shows the relation
between rectified SW dawn-dusk electric field (vBS) and SW flow speed. (l) shows the relation
between  and SW flow speed. From figure 7 in Maltsev and Rezhenov (2003).
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Figure 3.1: The impulse response of DST with respect to vBs. The horizontal axis represents hours
of lag time. The vertical axis represents the response of DST (nT) per unit of rectified solar wind
electric field (mV/m).
87
Figure 3.2: The impulse response of DST with respect to solar wind dynamic pressure. The
horizontal axis represents hours of lag time. The vertical axis represents the response of DST (nT)
per square rooted unit of pressure (nPa).
88
Figure 3.3: The impulse response of DST with respect to v|By|. The horizontal axis represents
hours of lag time. The vertical axis represents the response of DST (nT) per unit of solar wind
electric field (mV/m).
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Figure 3.4: The impulse response of DST with respect to vσB. The horizontal axis represents hours
of lag time. The vertical axis represents the response of DST (nT) per unit of solar wind electric
field variance (mV/m).
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Figure 3.5: The impulse response of Sym/H with respect to vBS in the high SW density case.
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Figure 3.6: The impulse response of Sym/H with respect to vBS in the low SW density case.
92




Figure 3.8: The impulse response of AL with respect to vBS in the high SW density case.
94
Figure 3.9: The impulse response of AL with respect to vBS in the low SW density case.
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Figure 3.10: The impulse response of H(ABI), the storm-time depression predicted by the theoret-
ical formula of Maltsev and his collaborators, with respect to vBS . It can be seen that the ABI
data set is noisy, resulting in excessive high frequency noise in this IRF plot.
96
Figure 3.11: The impulse response of H(ABI) with respect to vBS is shown, where the coefficient
are smoothed by averaging each with its nearest neighbors in lag time.
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Figure 3.12: The impulse response of Sym/H with respect to vBS is shown for the case where AL
was included as an additional driver variable. Note the attenuation of the second development.
98
Figure 3.13: The impulse response of Sym/H with respect to AL. Note that, although this variable
is successful at removing the 2nd development in figure 3.12, the error bars are very large in
comparison to the respective IRF coefficients.
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Figure 3.14: The impulse response of Sym/H with respect to vBS is shown for the case where AL
was not included as an additional driver variable for comparison with figure 3.12. Note the 2nd
development at the lag time of 5-6 hours.
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Figure 3.15: The impulse response of Sym/H with respect to vBS is shown for the case where δAL
was included as an additional driver variable. Note the attenuation of the second development.
101
Figure 3.16: The impulse response of Sym/H with respect to negative δAL is shown. A positive
(negative) value means the unloading produces a strengthening (weakening) of the index at that
lag time.
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Figure 3.17: The impulse response of SMR with respect to vBS . The IRF for this index is similar
to that of Sym/H.
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Figure 3.18: The impulse response of midnight sector SMR00 with respect to vBS .
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Figure 3.19: The impulse response of dawn sector SMR06 with respect to vBS .
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Figure 3.20: The impulse response of noon sector SMR12 with respect to vBS .
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Figure 3.21: The impulse response of dusk sector SMR18 with respect to vBS .
107
















Figure 3.26: The impulse response of SMR with respect to vBS , where the negative changes in AL
are added as an additional regression variable.
112
Figure 3.27: The impulse response of midnight sector SMR00 with respect to vBS , where the
negative changes in AL are added as an additional regression variable.
113
Figure 3.28: The impulse response of dawn sector SMR06 with respect to vBS , where the negative
changes in AL are added as an additional regression variable.
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Figure 3.29: The impulse response of noon sector SMR12 with respect to vBS , where the negative
changes in AL are added as an additional regression variable.
115
Figure 3.30: The impulse response of dusk sector SMR18 with respect to vBS , where the negative
changes in AL are added as an additional regression variable.
116
Figure 3.31: The impulse response of midnight sector SMR00 with respect to negative d(AL)/dt
to represent the substorm unloading process. A positive (negative) value means the unloading
produces a strengthening (weakening) of the index.
117
Figure 3.32: The impulse response of dawn sector SMR06 with respect to negative d(AL)/dt
to represent the substorm unloading process. A positive (negative) value means the unloading
produces a strengthening (weakening) of the index.
118
Figure 3.33: The impulse response of noon sector SMR12 with respect to negative d(AL)/dt to rep-
resent the substorm unloading process. A positive (negative) value means the unloading produces
a strengthening (weakening) of the index.
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Figure 3.34: The impulse response of dusk sector SMR18 with respect to negative d(AL)/dt to rep-
resent the substorm unloading process. A positive (negative) value means the unloading produces
a strengthening (weakening) of the index.
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Figure 3.35: The impulse response of modeled DST separated by storm phase with respect to vBS
as found in Vassiliadis et al. (1999). The dashed (solid) lines represent weak (strong) driving.
The heavy line is averaged for all conditions. We draw attention to the the strongly driven late
commencement case. Could this be the a signature of behavior of midnight and dawn sectors in
response to substorm unloading?
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Figure 3.36: This schematic diagram from Baumjohann (1986) shows the conventional understand-
ing of solar wind energy flow and dissipation in the magnetosphere. Note that DST is considered
to be dependent on ring current.
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Figure 3.37: This schematic diagram from Baumjohann (1986) of solar wind energy flow and dis-
sipation in the magnetosphere has been modified (in red) to add the effect of cross tail currents.
Although several studies have found non-trivial contributions of tail current to storm-time depres-
sion, many in the field continue to view DST and its clones as primarily a ring current proxy as in
figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.38: This schematic diagram from Baumjohann (1986) of solar wind energy flow and
dissipation in the magnetosphere has been further modified (in red) from figure 3.37 to add the
time delayed contribution of oxygen ions liberated from the ionosphere by substorm events. In
this view, supported by the impulse response studies presented in this chapter, the ring current
contribution develops after the initial tail contribution.
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Figure 3.39: An example IRF from the model, schematically shown in the previous figure. This
figure was produced as follows. (1) An exponential decay series representing the hypothesized
tail current contribution to geomagnetic storm-time depression was produced according to Y1(t) =
−e−t/τ1 , where τ1 is 2 hours and t is lag time. (2) The rate of decline in magnitude for y1, assumed
to be partly due to substorm activity, is Y˙1 = −Y1/τ1. This is assumed to be related to O+
ion injection into the ring current, QO+ = −κY˙1. (3) The injected ring current decays at the
longer timescale of τ2 = 17.3 hours, with injection delayed by 3-4.5 hours after the contributing
tail current decay, leading to the evolution equation ∆Y2,tm =
∑N
n=1(Q(tm− dn)/N)−Y2,t(m−1)/τ2 ,
where d1 = 3 hours and dN = 4.5 hours. (4) The overall sum, Y = Y1 + Y2, is plotted versus IRF
lag time for values of κ = 0.1 (minimal 2nd development) to κ = 0.4 (prominent 2nd development)
in increments of 0.05.
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Figure 4.1: The average latitudinal range of the auroral oval, as determined from all-sky-imager
cameras, near local midnight parametrized by Kp is shown. It is seen that the equatorward location
moves to lower latitudes as activity increases. Feldstein and Starkov (1967)
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Figure 4.2: An example from Thomsen (2004) showing that the quasi-logarithmic Kp index closely
relates to ABI, which tracks the measured latitude of the equatorward auroral boundary as deter-
mined from electron precipitation.
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Figure 4.3: The ap index (linear equivalent to the quasi-logarithmic Kp index) plus one is shown
on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted
with mean deviation from the median, computed separately for values above and below the median,
used for error bars.
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Figure 4.4: The am index (similar to ap, but based on a more global set of observatories and
continuous in magnitude) plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009.
Note that the logarithm of am appears more linear with respect to ABI on this data set, confirming
claims that am is a higher quality index than Kp. For robustness, median values are plotted with
mean deviation from the median, computed separately for values above and below the median, used
for error bars.
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Figure 4.5: The midnight sector am00 index plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for
years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted with mean deviation from the median,
computed separately for values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.6: The dawn sector am06 index plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for
years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted with mean deviation from the median,
computed separately for values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.7: The noon sector am12 index plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for
years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted with mean deviation from the median,
computed separately for values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.8: The dusk sector am18 index plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for
years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted with mean deviation from the median,
computed separately for values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.9: The α15 index (similar to am, but available for 15 minute time windows instead of the
typical 3 hour windows use for the K-family of indices) plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale
versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted with mean deviation
from the median, computed separately for values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.10: The magnitude of DST index, for times when DST < 0, plus one is shown on a
logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted with
mean deviation from the median, computed separately for values above and below the median, used
for error bars. Note that DST is mostly linear on this scaling, as are the K-family indices.
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Figure 4.11: The magnitude of Dcx index, for times when Dcx < 0, plus one is shown on a
logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted with
mean deviation from the median, computed separately for values above and below the median, used
for error bars. Note that Dcx is more linear on this scaling than DST , giving support to claims
that Dcx is a corrected version of DST .
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Figure 4.12: The magnitude of pressure corrected D∗ST index, for times when D
∗
ST < 0, plus one
is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are
plotted with mean deviation from the median, computed separately for values above and below the
median, used for error bars. Note that DST is mostly linear on this scaling, as are the K-family
indices.
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Figure 4.13: The magnitude of pressure corrected Dcx* index, for times when Dcx∗ < 0, plus one
is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are
plotted with mean deviation from the median, computed separately for values above and below the
median, used for error bars. Note that Dcx is more linear on this scaling than DST , giving support
to claims that Dcx is a corrected version of DST . The theoretical tail contribution of tail currents
derived in Maltsev (2004) is shown in red, with solid and dashed lines for cases with and without
a ground induction factor of 1.3, respectively. The empirically obtained formula for tail current
contribution according to Asikainen et al. (2010) is shown in blue.
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Figure 4.14: The magnitude of pressure corrected Dcx* index, using the Dcx specific pressure
correction obtained in Asikainen et al. (2010), for times when Dcx∗ < 0, plus one is shown on a
logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are plotted with
mean deviation from the median, computed separately for values above and below the median, used
for error bars. Note that Dcx is more linear on this scaling than DST , giving support to claims
that Dcx is a corrected version of DST . The theoretical tail contribution of tail currents derived in
Maltsev (2004) is shown in red, with solid and dashed lines for cases with and without a ground
induction factor of 1.3, respectively. The empirically obtained formula for tail current contribution
according to Asikainen et al. (2010) is shown in blue.
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Figure 4.15: The magnitude of 10 minute average SMR index, for times when SMR < 0, plus one
is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robustness, median values are
plotted with mean deviation from the median, computed separately for values above and below the
median, used for error bars. Note that SMR is less linear on this scaling than Dcx.
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Figure 4.16: The magnitude of 10 minute average midnight sector SMR00 index, for times when
SMR00 < 0, plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For
robustness, median values are plotted with mean deviation from the median, computed separately
for values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.17: The magnitude of 10 minute average dawn sector SMR06 index, for times when
SMR06 < 0, plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For
robustness, median values are plotted with mean deviation from the median, computed separately
for values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.18: The magnitude of 10 minute average noon sector SMR12 index, for times when
SMR06 < 0, plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For
robustness, median values are plotted with mean deviation from the median, computed separately
for values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.19: The magnitude of 10 minute average dusk sector SMR12 index, for times when
SMR06 < 0, plus one is shown on a logarithmic scale versus ABI for years 2000-2009. For robust-
ness, median values are plotted with mean deviation from the median, computed separately for
values above and below the median, used for error bars.
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Figure 4.20: The field aligned currents for the northern hemisphere for a typical cluster when Dcx
averages to 0 nT is shown. Note the contracted, weak R1 and R2 currents, consistent with the tail
dominated storm picture. Red represents upward current and green represents downward currents.
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Figure 4.21: The field aligned currents for the northern hemisphere for a typical cluster when Dcx
averages to -25 nT is shown. Note that R1 and R2 currents have expanded significantly from the
Dcx = 0 nT case, consistent with the tail dominated storm picture. Red represents upward current
and green represents downward currents.
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Figure 4.22: The field aligned currents for the northern hemisphere for a typical cluster when Dcx
averages to -49 nT is shown. Note that R1 and R2 currents have expanded significantly from
the Dcx = -25 nT case, consistent with the tail dominated storm picture. Red represents upward
current and green represents downward currents.
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Figure 4.23: The field aligned currents for the northern hemisphere for a typical cluster when Dcx
averages to -75 nT is shown. Note that R1 and R2 currents have expanded significantly from
the Dcx = -49 nT case, consistent with the tail dominated storm picture. Red represents upward
current and green represents downward currents.
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Figure 4.24: The field aligned currents for the northern hemisphere for a typical cluster when Dcx
averages to -104 nT is shown. Note that R1 and R2 currents have expanded significantly from
the Dcx = -75 nT case, consistent with the tail dominated storm picture. Red represents upward
current and green represents downward currents.
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Figure 4.25: The field aligned currents for the northern hemisphere for a typical cluster when Dcx
averages to -159 nT is shown. Note that R1 and R2 currents have expanded significantly from
the Dcx = -104 nT case, consistent with the tail dominated storm picture. Red represents upward
current and green represents downward currents.
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Figure 4.26: Plots of FAC intensity in µA/m2 along the 3 meridia used for R2 FAC location
identification corresponding to figure 4.20. The automatically identified R2 peaks are marked in
red.
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Figure 4.27: The 6 points identified in figure 4.26 as most likely R2 FAC peaks are marked. The
circle shown was fit to these points and represents the most likely equatorward boundary of the
auroral oval.
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Figure 4.28: Plots of FAC intensity in µA/m2 along the 3 meridia used for R2 FAC location
identification corresponding to figure 4.21. The automatically identified R2 peaks are marked in
red.
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Figure 4.29: The 6 points identified in figure 4.28 as most likely R2 FAC peaks are marked. The
circle shown was fit to these points and represents the most likely equatorward boundary of the
auroral oval.
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Figure 4.30: Plots of FAC intensity in µA/m2 along the 3 meridia used for R2 FAC location
identification corresponding to figure 4.22. The automatically identified R2 peaks are marked in
red.
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Figure 4.31: The 6 points identified in figure 4.30 as most likely R2 FAC peaks are marked. The
circle shown was fit to these points and represents the most likely equatorward boundary of the
auroral oval.
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Figure 4.32: Plots of FAC intensity in µA/m2 along the 3 meridia used for R2 FAC location
identification corresponding to figure 4.23. The automatically identified R2 peaks are marked in
red.
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Figure 4.33: The 6 points identified in figure 4.32 as most likely R2 FAC peaks are marked. The
circle shown was fit to these points and represents the most likely equatorward boundary of the
auroral oval.
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Figure 4.34: Plots of FAC intensity in µA/m2 along the 3 meridia used for R2 FAC location
identification corresponding to figure 4.24. The automatically identified R2 peaks are marked in
red.
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Figure 4.35: The 6 points identified in figure 4.34 as most likely R2 FAC peaks are marked. The
circle shown was fit to these points and represents the most likely equatorward boundary of the
auroral oval.
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Figure 4.36: Plots of FAC intensity in µA/m2 along the 3 meridia used for R2 FAC location
identification corresponding to figure 4.25. The automatically identified R2 peaks are marked in
red.
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Figure 4.37: The 6 points identified in figure 4.36 as most likely R2 FAC peaks are marked. The
circle shown was fit to these points and represents the most likely equatorward boundary of the
auroral oval.
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Figure 4.38: The median values of Dcx are plotted versus the theoretical cross tail current contri-
bution H(θ), where θ is the radius of the auroral oval in degrees as determined from AMPERE
data. Error bars represent the mean absolute deviation.
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Figure 4.39: The median values of pressure corrected Dcx* are plotted versus the theoretical cross
tail current contribution H(θ), where θ is the radius of the auroral oval in degrees as determined
from AMPERE data. Error bars represent the mean absolute deviation. A line of slope 1 is added
to guide the eye.
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